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MAIN FILE SUMMARY

On June 7» 19^6. the Bureau Instructed the Nev York
Office to Institute an active, intensive investigation of the

.

contacts and activities of Anatoli Yakovlev, vho vas then a
clerk in the Soviet Consulate in Nev York City, and a contact
of Valter Carl Neunson, a reported NKVD agent*

A pending report vas submitted on October 12, 19^9
stating that Yakovlev was promoted to Vice-Consul, and infor-
mation vas set forth relative to .his contacts and activities
vhich indicated that he was a suspected NKYD Agent* )

On May 23* 19*<-7* a closing report was submitted stating
that Yakovlev, his ^fe, and children had departed from the United
States on December 27* 19^6, destined to the USSR Embassy, Paris *

Rpancfi,

Investigations in the Harry Gold Espionage Case,
revealed that Anatoli Antonovich Yakovlev was the Russian
contact of Gold in 19^ and 19^5 »

known to Gold only as
"John*'. Gold advised he t\irned over to John information that
he obtained from Dr. EbjII Fuchs*

By letter dated August 2. 1950, a nationwide stop
against the return of Yakovlev to this country, was requested^
of the United States Customs Service, and a similar stop
vas placed with United States Immigration and Naturalization
Service.

On August 17 » 1950, Anatoli Yakovlev, together with
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg,, was indicted*, for violation of the
Espionage Act, by the Grand Jury for Southern District of
Nev York. On August 23, 1950, a Bench Warrant was Issued for
Anatoli H, Yakovlev, by Federal Judge T. Hoyt Davis, for the
Southern~District of New York*

On January 31, 1951, the Federal Grand Jury of the
Southern District of New York, handed down a second supersedtog-

indictment charging Julius Rosenberg, Ethel Rosenberg, Anatoli
Antonovich Yakovlev. Morton Sobell and David Greenglass with
conspiracy to commit espionage between June 6, 19^ and June 16, '

1950.

3
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Tinlted States Attorney Irving H#
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA L

4 « .
Anatoli Antonovich Yakovlev, with aliases, was born

31 > 1911. He was a student from
X93o ,tO' 19H-1 at tne isnglneerlng and Economic Institute,
Moscow, Russia'. Yakovlev entered the Ilxjiifil^tataa.at San
Pedro, California, aboard the S. S. "Ecuador”, February ^4 194l*He assumed his duties as a clerk at the Soviet Consiaate in^w York City, February 8, 1941. He left the United States
by plane. May 28, 1946, for Moscow, Russia./ Returned to New
York City, July 26, 1946. His residence was 3 West 108 Street,
Apartment #19, New York City. On December 27, A946, Yakovlev
reportedly departed from the United States destined for Paris,Fran^, and the State Department advised that as of July, 194o,
raroVIev was serving as Second Secretary at the Soviet Embassy
In Paris. He Is married to Anastasia Ivanova Yakovlev, and
has two children, a son, Paul, and a daughter, Victoria,
probably twins

.

DESCRIPTION

Born-May 31, 191I
Height- 5' 10"
Weight 165 to 180 pounds
Hair-Dark brown, tendency to fall over forehead
Appearance-Boyish looking, wears glasses sometimes
Eyes-Dark
Teeth-Very regular and white .

Speech-Russian accent
Pecularltles-Had a definite European walk, described by Gold,
as mincing, but not effeminate; had broad shoulders.

5
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On June 22, 1951, Daniel and John Magdiel, were
interviewed at 2227 Juliet St., Los Angeles, California by
Bureau Agents,

They stated that Daniel travelled to Moscow,
Russia to interest the Soviet Union in an invention involving
electrical energy.' While Daniel was in Moscow, John was contacted
in Salt Lake City by an individual named A, A, Yakovlev, who was
a Soviet representative from the General Electric Co., in
Schenectady, New York, concerning the above-mentioned invention,

John Magdiel was shown a photograph of Anatoli
Antonovich Yakovlev, former Vice-Consul at the Soviet Consulate
in New York City. John stated that this was not the Yakovlev
he met in 1929.

Los »\ngeles report, 7-12-51
RE: "John Hansen Magdiel,
IS-R"

. 100-3 40U2-16
(67)

Los Angeles report, 7-21-51
• RE: "Daniel Hansen Magdiel,
was.; IS-R"
100-45^35-12
(35)
SI 100-470^3-15?^
(9, 34, 37)
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Dr. Thomas Henry Moray, 24^4 South 5th East, Salt
Lake City, Utah, was interviewed on May 16, 1951, by Bureau
Agents. Dr. Moray stated that he met John and Daniel Magdiel
approximately 25 years ago in Salt Lake City, Utah.

Dr. Moray stated that in the late 1920 »s he invented
a device to extract electrical energy from the air. John. and
Daniel Magdiel stated that they would like to see Russia use
this new invention in their second Five Year Plan, and in this
regard John MayH^pl contacted the Russian Embassy in this

InyOctoberj 19 ,3John Magdiel contacted Dr. Moray,
stating a Rusoiai* was in town to see his invention.
John Magdiel subsequently brought a Russian, whom Dr. Moray
knew as A. A, Yakovlev, to his laboratory.

Dr. Moray was shown a nhotograoh of Anatoli Antonovich
Yakovlev. However, he stated that the Yakovlev with whom he had
contact in 1929 was not identical with this oerson. Dr. Moray
dpcribed A. A. Yak'^vi ev as follows: age, 30 in 1929; height,
6 ; weight, 200; build, heavy set; complexion, light; hair?
bush, full set.

» & » 1

Salt Lake City memo, 5-21-51
'

RS; ”Senien Markovich Semenov,
was.; Sspionage-R”
IOO-47OB3-I45
( 6 , 33 )

10
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'hese photographs were ex
and when in/or

made the remark that

the yew Fork Field Of^oem,
ited to Confidential Informant

Iakovlev he

CtOCfX^
'w York reportf 10-16-41 ^ *>— '

Beg **Amtorg Trading Corporatio
Espionage-R^*
61-6381-698, p^ 45 . - ^

_11J \)

correlator's NCTEg Iakovlev was not identified and it

was not known whether the photo shown to informant with'

name of Iakovlev was Anatoli Yakovlev*

IWCgomm :jlo



On May 27, 1941, the Depariment of JuBtioe,

BogUtration Bivioion, forwardoO to
Jj!'!52a2«^/or «i-

March 20, 1942. Bo signed hie name ao 1.

TWCtc
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13, 1951, Walter Zuk advised the New York
supply Information concerning .Anatoli Jakovlev, or Yakovlev, who may be identical with Anatoli

Consul of the USSR in New York City. Zukstated that Yakovlev's name was brought to his attention through
individual in a Polish newspaoer in 19fo.(Name and place of Polish newspaper not given.)

V
^uk advised that he operated as a German Spy during'orld 'ar II in the Ukranian and Stalingrad area. V/hile operating

Charkov, Zuk claimed that he became very friendly
^Jkovlev, as they both resided in ISeapartment. Zuk claimed that under the disguise of a German

chauffeur, Zuk assisted Mrs. Yakovlev and
hflnH

^ daily chores in view of the absence of her hus-
^^rs. Yakovlev informed Zuk that her husband was a Colonelin the Russian Intelligence Service. According to Zuk, Mrs,him to obtain information which she could transmit

r.? Fhl J5® information concerned the location--German staf^ an, information concerning the Gernan Intelli-
immediately conoulted his suneriors regardingthis request, and he claimed that arrangements were made for him"to pass erroneous information to Colonel Yakovlev through his wifethat Zuk auesed first .reatlne Krs. YakortfJ

In aoproximately March, 19^2, Mrs. Yakovlev asReSred to act as an intelligence agent for the Russians

New York memo, 9-19-51
R!?: ’^Walter Zuk, Research”
64-326.P5-IO
(32) (56)
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Confidenti ised o
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Correlators Note
:
^gh^oijly possible tie in between

Yakolev and mknovni subjectBBUJp^as the fact that Bureau letter
of March 1, 1951 j suggested the^Kikolai Borisovich Korovin
"be considered as nossibly being identical with the subject .J!

that'

T-
New York ^^epoft
April 26, 1951
2fita«III2pknovni Subject wa

Esn^m^eEsnionage-P."
10(V^'5l<-086-Pl Enclosure
6
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same informant reported that on



TJew lork report, 5-12-43
RZ: ’’Comintern Apparatus
Internal Security-R”
100-203 5 '^l-l'?

(40)
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It was noted from referenced report dated May 28*

Jq Special Ag^t V/erren R. Hearn, dated May
^9|+3> at New York City)«Wiat certain business or socialcontacts of Vassili M, ZubiRn apparently resided in apart-

2£2^£,.Qt_1331_and__1335 Madison Avenue, New YorkXity

^
Heiden, head air raid warden for sector sevenof the 23rd precinct of New York City, made available the

occupancy reports on the t\i/o above-mentioned addresses, andthey revealed that individuals connected with the Soviet
Consulate resided in the above apartments. The occupants
of apartment 2-E, 1335 I-fedison Avenue were shown as A. Yakovlev,age 31, and Paul and Victor Yakovlev, no ages given.

Records on file in the Nev/ York Field Office, furnished
Bureau

j secured froni the State Department^ Washington. •

D. C,, disclosed that one Anatoli Antonovich Yakovlev v/as
born on IJay 31, 1911, at Borisoglevsk, Voronezh, U.S.S.R.,
and arrived at San^Pedro, California on February h. 19^1,
aboard the SS Equaus^i*^' on an American visa which had been
issued at the American Embassy in Moscovr, U.S.S.R. His
wife’s name v/as Anastacia Yakoveleva. His occupation w'^s
given as that of a clerk at the U.S.S.R. Consulate, 7 East
61st Street, New York, New York, and his education had been
received at the Engineering-Economic Institute

,
^foscov/, betvreen

1936 and 1941, He gave his permanent residence address in Tew
York City 6A 6 East 87th Street. It was also reported from
the same source that Yakovlev had been in the Cominuxiist Party
in Soviet Russia, where his party name was Gurmn,

It v;as ascertained from the records on file at the
Consolidated Edison Company, New York City, that on September
21, 19^2, public utility service was connected at apartment
2-E, 1335 Madison Avenue, in the name of ^ one Anatol Yakovell.
and at that time no prior address or business association
was noted. It was believed probable that this individual
was identical with Anatoli Antonovich Yakovlev.

Nev; York report, 7/7A3
Re: ’’Comintern Apparatus

j

Internal Security-R”
lQP-2(^58l-66l^pages 12 and I3

TJC:nlb
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Additional information regarding Yakovlev found in
this serial can be found in Yakovlev’s main file 100-346193 “110,
page 12.

Mew York reoort, fi-7-43
IRY: ’’Amtorg Trading Corporation;

j

I
Ssoionage-R” (I

U^-53'^1-2074 _1
0*41. 62)

IK

T//C:nec:njf

r
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|Ir^t>^case entitled. "Unknown Sublect. wa.

I

I

T . CJo)(\)
— -

In reviewing the report of Special Agent Sdgar C,
Forest

,
New York, dated 1-4-52, in the case entitled, "AnatoliAntonovich Yakoiilev. was.: fugitive." it was noted that on

. Ob'Xf').
V/ashington Field Office reflectsthat in addition to beintr _acouainted with Yakovlev, a knnt<m

^ovi6 tt A^ent,

L photogranh of Antonov which aopeared on a PR 1form which was on file in the Protocol Division of the State

'“"f
«<* with the artist's concepflon of unknownsubject , Bill

, and it was belneved that that photogranh bore
^

a strong resemblance to the drawing of "Bill". There was nodescription of ^ntonov available to the ’Washington Field Office

com^ar^d^''*
descrintions of Antonov and "Bill” could not be

*

compare

Letter contains ^r, r,^^
disseminate outside of

Cb^CO
SAC Washington Field Office letter.
February S, I952
RS; "Unknown Subject, vra.
Unknown Subject, wa. ’Catherine*:
Espionage-R"
t-Gregory case)
65-57905-130
(lA)

BAK: nanrn jf .]

i
r' C

'

Î

:

29
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CORRSLATOR^s NOTE: (It is not kncvvTi the connection between
,

Yakovlev and unknovm subjects "Bill*’ and unknown "Catherine" --

found in this reference). ^

Security Information - Top Secret

BAM: PAN
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A letter from the Phi^plelphla Field Office to the
Bureau, dated June 7j 195^ » in the case of Harry Gold, made
reference to a telephone call to Mr. Carl Hennrich as of June 6 .

1950, ’

”In accordance with his request, the Bureau* s attention
is called to the fact that the renort of Special Agent, Robert
G, Jensen, dated June 7, 1950, At PhiMelrhia. contained
information to the effect that

a result, 77;. v
Identified Anatoli A. Yakovlev as and Semen Semenov CoXi)
as'Samt’* '

Phi^elnhia Letter
June 7 , 19^0
Pe s "Harry Gold

,

was: Esrionage-P".
65r57Mf^-5l9
(13)* (116)'

Bm : jh

**

31



w York renort, 10-4-43
HE: ”Anitorg Trading Corporation
Espionage-H”

41)



The files of the New York

the Mr- Yakovlev mentioned by the
lOll

i^th^. inatole cinJul^^^
and employed

^ DadSte of the Engineering-

ES;;LSy-£-r£S.?&“
the University of Moscow.

Tt was believed by the New York Office

«r. SheppJS Xe referred'to

with one Charles fjf th^tei'emne

i7??^SSldiiy! SeS lo?k CU^ He ^esldet at

SefpiJst Avenue with mJ wife, Edith Strick Sheppgd^
k nreliminary investigation as to Sheppard s y ty



nationalistic tendencies revealed that J
brilliant and capable radio engineer and highly thong

of at the fezeltlne Electronics Company.

The files of the New York

Sheppard's wife, under her maiden ’

Party petitions for the 19^2 State elections.

New York Letter
11-13-^3
Re» "Radio Station DTK
and TED

,

Espionage-R."
65r‘^78l5-502

TWCsorg
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By letter dated September 23, 1943, the New
York Office forwarded to the Bureau and the san Fran-
cisco Office photographs of potential subjects in the
Comintern Apparatus, Internal Security^ R Case. In
addition, the New Yorl

The letter went to; state that the
graph file of the New York 0
Aem Aonara

n-

le name
were

'd received from the Washington Field Ofrice.
Anatoli A, Yakovlev, and Nastacia I. Yakovlev
this list. <

New York letter, 9-23-43
Re: "Comintern Apparatus;
Internal Security - R"
100-2035S1-709
(15)'

TWC; Jar
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The New York Office on October 18. 19V



Hw York L«tt«rf 3-4*44 * *

:
Bat "CsacbosloTaklan letlTiilaa
ia WaahiAgton* D.* C.»
Eapioxtage-CZ*
100-146964-179
my
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On October 26, 1943, there anneared an article in
the "Daily Worker" entitled, "Adamic to* Head Panel Sunday on
USSR.” This article stated that ^Leaders of nationalities
groups in the United States will participate in a panel dis-
cussion on the ‘Soviet Union: a Family of Nations^ on Sunday
November 7

,
at 11:00 a.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel

New Yorker. The panel will be part of the three day Congress
celebrating the tenth anniversary of American-Soviet diolomatic
relations, which is being snonsored by the National Consul of
American-Soviet Friendship,

"Louis Adamic, famous author and head of the United
Committee of South-Slavic Americans, will be chairman of the
panel, anr? will deliver the ooenine remarks.

.m,-
"Anatoly Yakovlav of the USSR Consulate, will discuss

‘The Nationality Policy of the Soviet Union’ «

100-1 46964-A
(6U
SI 100-146964-100
(64)

TVC:jh:njf,j,



Th« loTtaber 8, 1943 1 Issn* of tho "Dally Worker" oontalaod aa artIdo
entltlad "Soriet Multl-Hatlonal State Ezaaple to World, 8mja Idaaie," ^Ala
artiole stated that daerloaii erltera, aeholars, and trade leaders hailed
the Soviet Union yesterday at the Matlonalltles panel of the Congress o^ Anerlean-
Soviet ^lendshlp, at the Hotel Mev Xorker, at the greatest unliving fwce for
hnaanlty In the world today* Louis Adamlo presided* There were several speak-
ers Including Joseph Salerno, Itallan-Aaerlean President of the Massachusetts
CIO Consol, Hysycki, Polish bom President of the Aaerican-Slav Congress, Mrs*
Catherine Stanelov, Llthnaniaa-Anerlean leader fron Hartford, Connectlout, llr*
Felez Boenhenl, Secretary of the Geman—Inerlcan Energenoy Conference, Pr^
fessor Vladialr Lebedenko*

Or* Anatoly Iakovlev, Soviet Engineer, Janes H. Bosenberg, Jewish
leader, and Professor Joseph Hanc, Csecb-AMrican, and Professor at the Fl4 ^her
School for Olplonacy, took part in the discussion*

TWCinan

109-146964-4
(64)-

SI-lOO-212169-44

(6^y
S1-100-U6964-128
(Bmort from Office of Strategic Si
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ew lorK report,
RE: ”ICOR (International
Colonization of Russians)
Association for Information
on the Economic, Cultural and
Social Life of the Seyts the V/orld
Over, Inc. Formerly known as
ICCR (Association for Jewish
Colonization in the Soviet
Union, Inc.); Internal Security-C
100-2074-47
(1?7)
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By report dated December 15* 1944* the Sea Francisco OfflM
set foith Information which concerned various individuale located ia

the Mew Xork area« idio mi^^t be regarded as possibly being used Is the

general Cosinteru Ssplonage Betwork* One of the Individuals sentioned

was Anatoli Antonovich Iai^lev« alias Guimnn^_^

Yakovlev^ a Soviet citla'eny resided at 6 Cast 87th Street*

Hew Zork Cltyj a clerk at the USSR Consulate* 7 East 6lst Street* Hew

Torkj born May 31* 1911* at Borlsolebsk* Venoneah* USSR; arrived in the

United States at Sau Pedro* California* on February 4» 1941* Hie wife's

name was Anastacla Iakovleva* Iakovlev was a Coomiunist in Soviet Russia

under the name of Qurman*

San Francisco report* 12-15^44

REt "Comintern Apparatus;
Internal 8ecurlty-R*
100-203581-3702 page 156
(ISO* ISI)

fi
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A teJatype from Philadelphia to the Bureau dated
May 26, 1950^ in the ease 0/ Harry Crold^ loae; Sapionage p B
atated **in the interview today. Gold furniahed further
identifying data regar ding unknown aubject John, Be aaid that
aa of ISkht *^ohn spoke of a daughter named Victoria whom, he On
Vicky, She had been named Victoria after a great Soviet
victory and it waa Gold*a belief that ahe waa born either at
the time the Germans wees repulsed outside Jfoaoow or at the
time of the battle of Stalingrad, It waa also his impression
that John may have had other children, possibly a boy other
than Victoria, Washington Held furniahed this information in

an effort to identify "John,"

Re: "Harry Gold^".

Espionage • R,
6^^-57hh9-127

BAU:ddl
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Cgo. File No. 65-3A03
RKM:DJS

I

THEODORE ALVIN HALL AND SaVILLE SaX" " liM m m ••m lilHIII — "

Inasmuch as the follovdng Information concerns both HALL and SAX, it is
being set forth under a separate section.

There follows a summary of information furnished by Confidential Informant
T-63/ of known reliability, concerning subjects’ espionage activities in
1944 . It is noted that the information furnished by this infoimant'ls not,
according to Bureau instructions, to be included in any communication by
any office except the office of origin.
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Cgo. File No. 65-3U03
RKM : DJS

« «

Mail covers on THEODORE ALVIN HALL and JOAN jtALL. 847 East 56th Street,

Chicago, Illinois, were renewed on July 2B, ^950» for a thirty-day period

as was the mail cover on HALL at the Institute of Radiobiology and Bio-

-physics. University of Chicago, 6200 South Drexel, Chicago, Illinois.

Hail covers on SAVILLE SAX and Rii.'UN 65I6 South Minerva, and on

SAVILLE SAX at €Ke Black and White Mimeo Shop, 5642J South Harper,

Chicago, Illinois, were also renewed for a thirty-day period on July 28,

1950.

. Chicago report, 5-25-50
Ret "Theod'^rn Aluin Ball
Etal Sepionage-^R*
65-59122-136 pge, 62, 63,

(182)
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Reference was made to Bureau let
Office dated 0

TWO : cdd

New York Memo
10-27-50
Re: "Julius Rosenberg
Espionage - R"
65̂ 58236-567
(27 )'

Correlators’ note:

above information was received from
^^^^land should not be disseminated outside of e Bureau

4
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On May 22, 195^$ Barry Qold uada a atatenent to
Bureau Agents in Philadelphia, admitting engaging in eepionage
on behalf of the Soviet Government, Gold stated that in the
early part of 19kh» Semenov, who was employed by the Amtorg
Trading Corporati on, advised Gold that he was to undertahe a
new job of a critical nature that he was to think twice
and three times before he ever spoke, a work of it to anyone.
Be was to drop all his contacts and discontinue all the other,
work he had been doing for Semenov, Gold was then advised he
would meet a man named Blaus Puchs on a Saturday afternoon,
on lower East Side of New Fork, near the Benry Street
Settlement Bouse, Gold was to carry a pair of gloves and a
green covered book, and was given o password which he did not
recall. At that time, Semenov also set the date, time and
place when Gold would meet him and report on his contact with
Fuchs, ‘Sfter meeting Jfucks, Gold r eported to Semenov on the
same night in Hew Y^rk City, It was on that occasion that
Semenov tcld Gold that that was the last time they would meet,
and gaue him instructi one for meeting his successor. These
instructions consisted of Gold*s going to the vicinity of a
bus terminal where he would meet a person identified as **John,”
They went to o bar and were thereafter joined by Semenov, On
that occasion each of the three left the bar seppeately, and
that was the last time that Gold saw Semenov,

Leads statetL^hat the New York Office would submit
a quarterl

~ ^
' —

.

.the New York area who were
suspected of espTonage activit^^^The next report would include
further information being developed on Anatoli Yakovlev,

BAMsddl



following in ^rnation was furnished to ths
New York Field Division by
whooe identity is known to~tfie Bureau* The in/omation il
hereinafter set out according to- the date that said ^nforlna^^t^
furnished the information to the New York Office*



££» York Rpt,, 4-29-44
Rez "A^torg Trading Corporation
Internal SecurityS" 4-

m-ssai-ssia

TWCtcnMtJlD

Correlator^o Note: Individuals mentioned in this reference were

not further identified.



Hr. Sheppard was interviewed in the New York Office on liarch 16,
1944» by Bureau agents. He advised that at a previous time he had applied
to the Soviet Consul for a position in the Soviet Onion as a radio engineer
He stated that he wanted to dc socething for the war effort since he was
rejected by both the Aray and |f-*vy because of poor eyesight, and further
becfltuse at the time he had been .given a very menial position with the.
Hazeltine Electronics Corporation. He felt if he applied for t position
with the Soviet Onion he coiald secure a very valuable position as a radio
engineer because of his technical knowledge, experience and education. He
further advised that he had continued his studies at the Brooklyn Institute
in New York and was studying the Russian language at the Ajiierican-Russian
Institute. He explained his visit to the Soviet Consulate on May 5, 1943,
as a response to an application cade by him^ and he was referred to Mr.
Yakovlev. He further stated he was advised by Yakovlev thdt he would take
approximately nine months to clear his application with the Soviet Union.
Mr. Cheppard further stated that he had no intentions at the tir.e of tl.e

interview of going to the M’oviet Union since he hud been given .;.oro re-

sponsible position by the Haz.eltine Corporation, but tV.at he did consider
going to the Soviet Onion following the war, since he felt that radio
technicians would be "a dime a dozen in the United States folio?,'ing the
war.** F'r. Sheppard stated he had been contacted by Yi-kovlev cn .at lerst
five or six occasions following his original contact on May 5, 194J, each
time at the initiative of lir. Yakovlev.

NY rpt ,
11/16 '49

Re: "Charles Bradford Sheppard
31 Departi.ient of anry
62-91074-5
(48)*

SI - 65-47815-559

(41f 48)
T?rG:fjh
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..ewTronrTeportT^ 5-2^25^
Re: "Coffllntern Apparatua
Internal Security - R"
Wp-2035dl-2^7d, pg. 19
{35h r**o

TWO: Jar
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Confidential Informant T«1 advised » nod

Cb)($
A large number of students during the period were a ^

participating in public meetings » radio programs, school and}
student activities sponsored hy the Russian War Relief, tW I
American Russian Institute, the National Council for AmerijCan
Soviet Friendship, the International Students Assemblv- t1

T>1;
New York repo:

, was;

This report is not to
Bureau in as much as it contains
in the title and the leads*

^^^^"Unkno^^SuM^t

,

65^59912-22, end. p* 12,16
“*’ fbVOsemlnated^utside the

information

BAM:Jlc
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By letter dated May 2, 1951, the Washington Field Office
Lertaln observations as their proposed analysis of tmknown

In his statement of July 10, 1950#
oxQ pointed out that oA 5ccasion of a third visit to Kingsport,

Tennessee in the spring, (most likely April, 19^4) Slack gave him
the only information ever received from him in that area* Gold sAid
that "this information related to the details from the manufacture
of highly nitrated material used as an explosive which was being jnade
at the Hols ton Ordinance Works. Gold subsequently turned this
material over to Anatoli A. Yakovlev."

New York Report August 31,
"TT^nown subject, wa.,

Espionage-R"
-3 CbXO

SI - 65-60360-^•
(16 )

BAM:vw
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^ ,
• In order to ascertain the identity of unknovm subject

Bill, the files of the New York Office were examined* Infor-
tation appearing in the files of the New York Office gave a

3 shown to Elizabeth pentiay
eitner during or prior to the period of this report. Included
in the list was the name Antaoli Yakovlev* ^

New York report
August 24, 1951
Re: ^’lUnkncatp. Subject,
wa, ;’Bill'j^‘ij^nown
subje'ct, wa. (fCatherine*

,

Espionage - R” ^

(Gregory case)
.

65^57905-99 page 30
BAM: pan (53)'

SI - 65-591^5-^1, end* p. 30
(53)
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He: "Evguenij Dmitrievich
Kisselev, was: Eugene Dmitrievich
Kisselev, Evgeni Dmitrievich
Kisselev, Evgeni Dmitrievich
Kiselev, E. Kisselev,
B. D. Kiselev, IS - R."
1O0-339U7-6, p. 29
(6d>

BAM:ddl
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This reference is a letter from the Washington'
Field Office dated May 4, 1944 which is an answer to a
letter from the New York Field Division to the Bureau
dated April 26, 1944, which re<»e 3te^th^Washingtoi^^eld y

Office to obtain. If possible . \ C

A
1

nee containedr

e name Anatoli Antonovich Yakovlev was listed under the
employees of the Russian Consulate at New York City, as a
clerk.

T<VC; jlc



NT rpt, 6-7-kh
Be: **Council on A/rioan
Af/d rs, IS - Z.
100-69266-56

sr - ioo-69266-Ud
(no source given)

SI - 100-69266-A
•*The Worker'* k-23-kU
(U9)

m:ddl



Re; "Comintern Apparatus;
Internal Security - R"
100-203551-2276
(aSh
SI^^IOO-203551-2924, pg. 39
{55)‘

077

TWC; jar
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A con ora

Lb^<J\

Memo from Belmont to Mr* Ladd
1 -30-52
Ret 'Leonid Dmitrieoioh
Abramovs Eepionage • R»"
65~60J03-1
(203) (21 )

The above information mas received /f’om
ndia not to be d iaseminated outside the BureaUtO^O)
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elved from
_t appeared

J

cm
Office memo from Belmont to
Ladd.
Re: "Konstantin Alekseevich
Chabanov; Espionage - R"
6535989^11
(l^d
Sl265r5?899-5
L7Uo25

TWCirrb

(1 / J

si-65-59899-1,
The above information was received from,^,„^

d is not to be disseminiated outside of the Burean.

m
65



SAC San lYonoiaeo letter

\ ^59S9?-7 ,,^ ^

Thi$ information <a from,
eeminated outside of the Bureau,

a')Ci)
not to be <ti«->



T-Jt (Mr, 1. 3*. Boyualou^
Tranalotor 0/ the Sueeian
language for the Neva York
Office, who had obtained
considerable background

Additional information of a background nature appears
in this reference. It is not being quoted as it already appears
in Yakovlev's main file.

TWCfddl
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The full name of Yakolev was given In this report
as Anatoli Antonovich Yakolev . The full name of Kisselev, the
Consul General, was given as Evguenl Dmitri evitch Klsselev and
the full name -of Fomlme, clerk at the Soviet Consulate, waa"^
given as Alexandre Semenovich Fomlme,

*





s)

Correlators Note: above no
identified and has been incrfided ilf this siLmrary as being
possibly identical with Anatoli Yakovlev.

CS)G)
entloned above not '
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This reference Is a teletype ftom Philadelphia to
the Bureau and the New York Office dated June 30, 1950, and an
outgoing letter to the Assistant Attorney General dated July
6 . 1950, re "Harry Gold, was *5 Espionage - R", The outgoing
states as follows:

"For your Information, Harry Gold has furnished additional
information concerning his activities with Emil Julius Klaus Fuchs#

"Gold has recalled that his third meeting with Fuchs in
New York City, which was the first time that Puchs gave him
written information, occurred in the 70 *s on Madison Avenue, and
lasted about one or two minutes* He stated that the Information
was passed while he and Puchs were walking on one of the side
streets toward 5th Avenue. After the meeting. Gold walked to
6th Av^ue and 57th Street, New York City, where he passed the
information to "John" (Anatoli Antonovich Yakovlev)* Iferry Gold
also recalled two additional meetings with Puchs which occurred
immediately following his fifth meeting previously described as
taken place in Queens, not too far from Jackson Heights, in late
July, 19^* In this connection, Gold has now moved up each New
York meeting about one month earlier than previously stated, with
the exception of the original meeting* He advised that following
the fifth meeting he met Puchs In late June or early July, 1944,
In the vicinity of Borough Hall, Brooklyn, New York. He stated
that it was at this meeting that Puchs told him that he, Puchs,
had a sister in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and that this sister was
contemplating on leaving her husband and coming to New York, Gold
said he could not recall whether any Information was given to Mm
by Puchs on this occasion, but that he definitely recalled meeting
‘John^ shortly after this meeting, also near Borough Hall, Brooklyn
and for that reason he believed tmt there may be a sllghx possibility
that information was passed by Puchs on that occaaion*"

^j5jMf9-511

TWCtrrb



The fifth in a eeriea of an eleven article eeriea
telling the fantastic inside story of hois iZuaata atola

' America* s A-bomb secrets by Bob Considine was entitleda
**ObsGure Chemists Only Linh Between. .Fuchs- and Soviet***

The article stated in part< Dr* Klaus Fuchs
entered the United States in December^ Me came as a
trusted member of an otherwise devoted team of British
physicists sent to the United States at the suggestion of
Kinston Churchill to speed the day when the Kestern Antes
could add a devasting A-bomb to their arsenal*

Mis spy contact in England^ informed that -^uchs

would be sent to the United States and would want to con-
tinue his spying amid the secret treasures here, set machinery
into operation to retain the services of the master spy*

Fuch*s arrival was swiftty brought to the attention
of the Bussian Embassy in the United States* Barry Cold
loas piuen the courier's role in the sell-out by .AnatoK A*
Yakovlev, Soviet W1 oc^Gonsul in New York* It was to Yakovlev
(whom Cold knew as **John** and who made good his return to
Mussia in 19k^) the little Philadelphian delivered documents,
plana, and verbal reports received from Fuchs* ,

The first meeting (between Cold and luchs^ lasted
only lony enouyh for Fuchs to inform the courier that at
a meeting, whose date they then set for the following month,
he woAld deliver to Gold **information relating to the appli-
cation of nuclear fission to the production of a military
weapon* **

Gold was surprised* Only then did he realise why
he - loho had run so many little errands for the spy ring,
including the theft of sugar refining methods, had bwenn
chosen by **John** for this new work and told that he was to
concentrate on Fuchs exclusively* This was to involve science
of a level far beyond the educational rreach of other couriers,
and Gold had been selected because of his scientific background



Gold waa abtt chagrined when he net lakovlec a weak
later and tensely handed him an account of the meeting with
I’ucha and a promise of information about nuclear exploaiona*
Takovlev, aware of what the information would be, curtly told
Gold to go about his job and to exercise more caution than
ever before*

Tucha next emerged from the shadowa in July, l$hh*
and met Gold near Borough. Ball in Brooklyn, New York, On
that particular night. Gold walked guictly to the other aide
of Borough Ball after I’ucha departed and handed to Yakovlev
the papers Yuchs had given him* folded ufthin its pages was
a thick package of atomic revelations related in fucha* pain-
fully small script. The next meeting of Fuchs and Gold took
place at 9^th Street and Central Park, V^eat in New York City,
Fuchs gave Gold intimate particulars about the progress of
a joint American British effort often in the form of seminar a
being held at SO Church Street in New Yprk City,

Gold wrote out a long report and handed it to
Yakovlev, Gold ne'>er was one toquestion the workings of the
apparatus in which he had been enanarje d, but in delivering
the report to Yakovlev he asked timidly if there uas some tooy

in which he and Yakovlev might not have closer relations* ^

"Yakovlev shook his head. No explained Yakovlev,
he would have to remain *John* to Gold, whom he called by
name, Fucha in turn, muat^not know anything about Gold except
the name ^Baymond* , -^ucha must not know how to contact Gold
even in the case of an emergency. Their meetings wouid have
to be as they were before, by arrangement. And tocomplete the
baffling scheme^ Gold would never know how to contact 'John*
directly,

"



**The chain** Iakovlev amileii, thua cut in two
places. It is a good thing," ,

"Tinea Eerald"
I2-I3-51
ll7-119h~A
(10, 95)

BAMsddl
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mentioned above might possibly be identical with Anatoli Yakovlev,
identified by Harry Gold, an admitted Soviet espionage agent,
as also being a Soviet espionage agent, v

(no source given)

BAHtddl

He: "J^orria Chernoff,
was*, M, Chernoff, Morris
Cherniavsky, Morris Chernov,
Moris V, Chernoff; 18 - B,^
\03-lh757-l
(2k)

f - 105-lk757-:)
(32)

SECURlsr INFORMATION - CONli^^TIAL
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This serial after making reference to Jl^ea^ Tork
letter of August 15^ 1950^ re<}uests Bureau permission to
interview Daniel and «rohn JST* Jfagdiel regarding their
association with Seminov*

**!lhe New Tork Office is cognisant of the Uagdiel's
(Daniel and John E* Uagdiel) Communist and pro^Soviet
sympathies as indicated in a referenced letter* However^ it
is felt that determining from the Magdiels the identity of

successor^ even though they may allege their dealings

•

with ten Soviets were purely business^ may be of value in
explaining Bureau source of information of August 6. 1944,
set forth in Bureau letter of February 23, 1951***
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B1 Paso Baport v« ^ C* )
12-9-49 '

Re: "Smll ffullns Klaus Fuchs « was:
Espionage - R"

fy^^8805.62
SI - 100-346228-19



9- - vy .

Bureau teletype
Res ^Vera Uilhailovna JfenehUsovas
IS ^ R
iO<>-33Si99-S
(59)

-
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Anatole A% YaKovlev, Russian Consulate f Neva York
City, was listed as a speaker on the program, of ’’Rally and
woncert and Jor the Benefit of the Botkin Hospital, Moscow,*’

held at the Little Theatre (city not designated) September
12, ‘

Peter Balcanoff, who also appeared on the program
had a brother, Eugene, described as having been in attendance
at various pro-Soviet affairs.

SAC Boston letter ll-Pl^-^O
Ret ’’Eugene Jacob Balcanoff,
aka dene, JamesMcanoff,
LOE, ”

121^25222-13

. o .SI - loo-3kB532-h7
M)

BAMtddl
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Letter to Director He I Tl^E'oDo^ r: ALVlN ilALL, v.'b: at al• f

Kiorker" issue of July 19, 1949
in Moscow on July t>, 1949.

iv. IS noted, however, tiu*t tho •’.loiiy
Coil' aided an article rof'lectin/ Ai Oi’F '•d

In an effort to identify the New York OlTico is refjdo
this noBsibility and any oi,uer iiVhit.e l-'.Mssians who mit ht ho

keeping in mind the infori'iat i on set forth above.

rted to

idouticfil V, ith



Letter to Director Rei THEODORE ALVIK lULL, was*, et al

furnished by the Albuquerque Office reflecte HALL
15. 1944 to October 29^ 1944.

* Information
was on leave from October

\

'V N

Nr:

s;.

to the thneaelphi. orficrLtl^hlbU.Vto '»utey eeeplonete contact of FICHS, on the po.eibllity th.t he naj Z!

( bl(0
Chicago letter, 6 -23-50
Be: "Theodore Alain Hall,
v-ia.i Soville Sax, was*,

Kapion age-R, "

>j5-591it^l07
(182)



A letter fron the Gkioago Of/ioe to the Bureau,
dated Jfaroh 26, 195i» in the case of Theodtre Alvin Hall
and Saville Sax, stated that /or the information of the
Pittsburgh and Detroit Offices, Hall and Sax had been w
investtaation ae theLjr^ault of in/’ori»a«fnii fiiynimh^A t>

SAC Chicago letter 3~26~51
Ret **Theodore Alvin Hall,

Soij tiip. Sax, (oas* ^
f E^ *ionage - B,"

SI - 65-59122-198
(5h) ora)
8J - 63-59122-192

SI -*^59122-280
(lA)

63-39122-262
182)

This information is from,
be disseminated outside the Bureau

BAMtddl
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A letter from the New York Office to the Bureau

dated May 21 , 1950 ,
in,the_case of Abraham aa €

yftference to B

In accordance with Bareau^tnatructions, there

r
in Intervlewswltl^

BAM: Jar

^AtTNew York letter
"May 21, 1950,
Re: "Hari*y Goldj
Espionage - B"

V



J&itouitftf was Anatoli _

ua^iiTted on of/ioXil State Deportment records os a clerip

at the Soviet Consulate at that time*

fg York reportp 12^19^4
"^s ^Aatorg Trading Corp
Internal Security - D*

75331-2355
'9/

TWCzeddstwc
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^ The above was furnished to
the Bureau and Washington Field Office by New York Field
Division for information as it was possible that Ferdinands
Reed contemplated a trip to Russia as she had visited
Russia previously.

New York teletype to
Bureau and Washington

SI 100-24863-80 (^if

TWC:bjw
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In^oTTiKi'bi on was set owt in Philadelphia vepor't
da'ted October 12^ 1944^ to show ihe close rela'ti onship be^
'tween the n,S»S»Ii» Consulate and the Anitorg Trading Cor^
povation in New YoTh City with respect to the employees
at these agencies* The following is one o^ the paragraphs
which was set outs

Anastasia Ygloleva * wife of Anatoly A* Yakoleu *
clerk at the U*Si*S*R*C^onsulatej is employed at the Amtorg
Trading Corporat ion*

TWO: emm

SA A* Nobert Swans on j at .New
York, New York, Sept. 29, 1944*
Philadelphia Rpt., 10^12-44
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-4/ ...

r-4

(^no aource ptuan^

6
'

Phil a, letter 10^1^^51
Ret f*nnknmnn

£spi onage -

3̂-59301-31

Information herein ^ront^im
to be diseeminated outside the Burea^

Cb:
fa is not

^V"J
BAM:ddl
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danttal Jn/orwont T«»I adutaed that

tatad (no source given), that it was probable
|toaa Alice Alpert who was known to be connected
of Jewish Writers, Artists, and ^dentists,

Cbyo
stated in the summary of the report that in

I9kk* one Alex Alpert believed to be Alice Alpert, Alice
Martin's maiden name, was on the editorial board of "Mew
Currents" which publication was described as "Stalinist controlled,"
The ’Jewish Daily Forward", an anti-CoiRmunfst Jewish daily
newspaper published in New Fork ^'ity, described "Mew Current"
as "Stalinist controlled,"

NT rpt, 6-7^50
Res "Alice Martin, was,
ETAL Espionage - B,”
lOO-33mU-A
(5, 27)
SI - 100-33l83h~80
(lA)
31 - 100-3318314-79
(lA)

BAJ/tiiiti
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Ji^'W York report,11-22-4.7
Re: ’’Anitorg Trading Corporation
Internal Security - R"
fclj538l-2969 _

"3^ IL

TWC ; nec
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Teletype /rom the Philadelphia Office to the, Bureau
dated June 13# ^95^* “^he caee of Alfred Bean Slaoh stated
in part ”Qold interviewed today for clarification of his
previous statements relative to his association with Slack,
Oold stated that there is a possibility he net Slack prior to
the tine he net Abrahan Brothnan and that hie first meeting
with Slack would depend on date of Lou Nova-Joe Louis fight
which was time he first met Brothnan, This fight was on
September 2$, 199^* therefore, according to (rold, he-
originally net Slack in l^liO and his Espionage associations
with Slack be^an from that date.—"

When Oold was confronted with fact that Slack had
been transferred from Eolston Ordnance Work to Nashville
in November, 19kkt Oold stated **he cold very easily be mistaken
about his statement that he last saw Slack in 19k3»*' It loaa
pointed out to Oold that it would bring his association with
Slack at the sane time he was contacting -^uchs, Oold said
"this was very possible and further, that he phohddlpihodnBiene
dduieedtbgtSSamihand 'JJhn ' on separate occasions that he should
discontinue his contaocts with Brothman and Slack respectively,"
In connection with Brothman, Oold stated "it was probably be-
cause he was scheduled to contact ^uchs and the Soviets did
not uant him contacting a person of Brothman 's type at the
same time. He said that although he does not recall, 'John*
probably told Gold to forget about Slack at tine Oold rejSorted
the results of his inquiry at Kingsport, Tennessee,— "

. In summary Sold stated "he thinks he went to Kings-
port two tines in 19lfJj two or three times in I 9J/J/ and that it
was in spring of 19hh that he obtained from Slack the information
and samples of the powerful explosive which Oold later thought
to be BDX, Oold then said possibly he gave information on
explosive as well as samples to 'John* rather than Sam, Oold
stated he is almost positive the above-nenti oned information
and samples constitute the only thing Oold ever obtained from

108



V

Slack after Slack had been traneferred from Bocheeter* Sold
thinka poaaibly *John' tnatructed him to forget about Slack
and aeema to recall that on aeueral occaai ona aubaequ ent to
the latter part of 19hh mentioned Slack ^ a name to *John*
at t<m« 'John' told hist to Jgorget about Slack:*'*

Be: "Alfred Bean Slacks
Espionage - J?."
65-59183-251,
(116)

BAUliil
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On July 10, 1950, Barry Gold /urniohdd tho following
oupplemental signed a tatenents^ concerning hia dealings and
aaaociations with Alfred Bean Slack to Special Agents of the
Bureau* Gold stated that on the occasion of his third visit
to Kingsport, Tennessee, in the spring, moat likely April of
19uU» Slack gave him the only information which he ever received
from him in that area* Gold states, **I took the information
and samples back to Philadelphia, and after several days, went
to Manhattan, Mew York, ond turned the information and samples
over to a man who was *Sam*s* successor, and whom I knew only
as *John* , but whom I have aince identified as ilna toli S*
Yakovlev*. " I made one last trip to Kingsport, in
Becember of 19kht upon calling at Slack's home was met

the door by a total stranger who told me that Slack no
longer lived there, but who did not aedm to know anything about
his whereabouts* T then called at an adjacent home and was told
there that Slack had been transferred to Knowville, Tennessee

*‘

I returned to Philadelphia and then saw 'John' in Mew York*
Be told me, upon my reporting the results of this last trip
to Kingsport, Tennessee, to forget all about A1 Slack*"

Gold stated on one occasion, he gave Slack the
name Barry Gold and the address 6823 Kindred Street in
Philadelphia, and told him that he couldcuae that address in
the form of a letter drop* Gold said he did not tell "John"
of the last arrangement*

Phila. rpt* 7-31-50
Be: "Barry Gold* was*/
Espionage - R**"^

65-57449-591, p. S,13.1U.S1.S3,
54,67.70,95
{i5. 111)

^

fiu:
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On July 11, 1950, Harry Gold was interviewed by
Special Agents Richard E, Brennan and T, Scott Miller Jr.

”I would like to state here that I last saw Sam in
Feburary of 1944 and that ray next Soviet contact was John
whom I have since identified with Anatoli A. Yakovlev. On
one occasion in 1944, and this was very late in 1944, possibly
December, and after Brothman had again asked me about obtain-
ing funds for him through the Soviets, I did mention this
matter to John, I did not get very far, however, and I think,
as a matter of fact, that I don’t believe that I got any
further than Brothman’ s name. John grew very angry and said
that under no condition was I ever to meet with Brothman or

*

ever to get in touch with him again, that I had been Instructed
by Sam, and I will elaborate on this last, and that Brothman
was never to be mentioned again. I stated that I had never gotvery far, because I never got as far as this proposition or
as far as telling John that I had seen Brothman recently,”

New York report
August 15, 1950
Re: ”Abrahara Brothman
was; ’Pa’, ’The Penguin’
Brothman, Espionage - R”
100-3 65O4O-226 enclosure

.51 - 100-365040-1X7
<147 il6)'

f



A review of information in possession of the New
York Field Office bn Abraham Brothman reflected that he might
be identical with the subject of this case. The known facts
concerning the subject are therefore being set out followed
by the information on Abraham Brothman which indicated that
they might bo identical.

Gold stated that Brothman* a requests for financial aid
became more frequent especially through 1945* In December,

1945 in desperation he asked Gold for backing. On one occasion
late in 1944, possibly December, after Brothman had again asked
Gold about obtaining funds for him throu^ the Soviets, Gold
mentioned the matter Id his Soviet superior, Anatoli A, Yakovlev,
He became angry and said that under no condition was Gold ever
to meet with Brothman or ever to get in touch with him again.

New York report, 10-26-50
e: ”Unknown subiecJ;, was.

Ispionage - R
100-302355-35x4

INFORMATION HEREIN IS FROM
DISSEMINATED OU' >E OP THE

Cb'iO')
AND IS NOT TO BE.

BAM: nee
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- -A teletype from Philadelphia to the Bureau dated
July IS, 1950, in the caee of Barry Gold stated in part*

**Re report of SA Robert Q» Jeneen, dated May 32,
1950, at Philadelphia* Gold questioned today about the
account at the Real Estate Trust Company, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, reported on pages 92 and following in referenced
report, as well as the oooount at the Philadelphia Savings ^und
Society, Philadelphia, reported on pages 94 and following
of reference report* With reference to the Retco account.
Gold advised that this was opened by hin to handle funds
necessary in carrying out his espionage activity deposits.
Gold stated that $3^^ cash deposit on December y, I9hh, rc-
presented $300 given to him by Anatoli A, Pakovleu* Gold stated
that the money was given to him by Yakovlev for expenses in
connection with his trips to meet Alfred D. Slack* Gold
stated the ifUOi in case deposit February 2k, 19k5, represented

'

case given to him by Yakovlev for expenses Gold incurred in
contacting Alfred D* Slack and Fuchs* ^

"Gold stated that shortly before his account was
opened, Yakovlev told him that it was impossible for Gold to
continue doing his work for the Soviet*s, and incurring heavy
expenses in travel without getting some sort of reimbursement
at least for some expenses* Gold stated that he consented to
do this and thereafter would obtain money for Yakovlev, some-
times after such expenses were incurred and othertimes prior
to the time that he expected to take a trip* Other than the
two items mentioned above definitely connected with Yakovlev,
Gold stated that he probably revived amounts of $kO to $30on four or five occasions from lakovlev for expenses* which
amounts he kept and did not deposit*

Phila* teletype 7-I8-30
Re: "Harry Gol<^* was*.
Espionage - R*
6^-ykk9’630 -

BAUtddl
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In an anonymous letter of August 7» 19^3 > oil® Luklanov,
a representative of the Soviet Government Purchasing Commission,
was named as one of the closest associates of Vasslll M. Zibilln,
and was described by the anonymous author as assistant to' •

Zubllin in the NKVD Military-Naval Information Service*

Sergei Grigorievich Luklanov on March 1942, was
commissioned by the Peoples' Commissar For Foreign Trade, USSR
to work abroad, as a result of which he arrived in the port
of New York on June 19, 1942, aboard the S. S. Myrmidon^to
assume his duties as a Repair and Inspection Engineer of Soviet
vessels in the United States, under the direction of the Soviet
Government Purshaslng Commission* However, on September 19» 1942,
he was demoted from his former post. Inasmuch as he appeared
Insufficiently trained, and was transferred as Head Inspector
on loading at the port of New York.

page 50)

(Sources not given)
New York Report 2-10-47
Be: ’•Comintern Apparatus,
Internal Security-R”
10^-201581-5392 pages 50, 59
(13;

TWCi jh
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aoent

akovlev had been identified ao
of Harry Gold, ionaae

The New York files indicated that from about 19uH
through ISklt one Dr* J, M* Rowe known as Jack Magev Aoioe^
was a physician a ttached to the Antorg Trading Corporation and
Hhe Souiet Gouernment Purchasing Ccmii set on* The .files in-
dicated'^

e was the
case in the New York Office entitled, ’’Dr* J* M* Rowe, was
Security Hatter - C***

T-ls
T-5s
NY rp
JL&! **Un

s) Ci

iect* was

INFORMATION OBTAINED FROUm
SEMINATED OUTSIDE THE BUREA

Tap^noge^rB?*

ch:
NOT TO BE Dia

BAMiddl



NT rpt. 2-25-ij7
BB: "Sergei Grigorievich
Lukianou, toaa.;
IS - -R.

100-345427-29
(^47;
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On March 2^, reporting a rally to
be held by the American Committee 0/ Jewish Writers, Artists,
and Scientists on March 21, l^l^S, at Madison Square Garden,
supplied an advertisement put out by that organisation, which
carried a full list of officers and set out as Executive
Secretary Esther Trebach,

NT Summary Rpt, u-l6~$l
Reg "Esther Trebach Rand,
was». Jack Rand, too.;
Espionage - IS Act of
1950.
100-3^7577-87
(32)
31 - 100-3kl517-89
(21)

INFORMATION IN THIS FILE CANNOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE THE
BUREAU WITHOUT THE SPECIFIC APPROVAL OF MR, LADD,

BAMgddl
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NT rpt, 2-2 -45
**Sodoc, New TqtH City}

13 - J2 ."
100-829-360
(5, 29, 5|J

- 100-829-287
’29)

31 - 225-1943-11
(31 ).
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- 30 - Vy
\

Yakovlevf a iler\ at the Consulate and known MOB
^
Agent, was identified by Harry Oold, confessed espionage Soviet
.agent, as being Cold's superior in connection with 'fold's
handling of £mil Julius Klaus Fuchs, the British atomic scientists

(Source of above para-'
graph unknown*

)
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NT rp t»

Net **Paoel It/anovich Fedoaimovj
Eapi onage H,"
100-3k^229-35, end. p. 90,
123,l69,ni,in,W,208,
22U, 31/3 , 262, 266
(la)

DO NOT DISSEMINATE OUTSIDE THE BUREAU
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This Preference Is a Buenos Aires report dated
January 18, 19^6 entitled "Dissemination of Russian
Propaganda in Latin America, Security Katter-G," which
set forth a list of Russian propaganda books in Spanish
that appeared on the Argentine market during the last two
months of 19^5* One of the books listed was entitled
"Lights In The Country" by A* Yakovlev* This was a novel
about Russian Progress published by Futura original
language, Russian* ^

65yf9085-170
(3

'

5>

Correlator's Notes "The A* Yakovlev mentioned above was
not Identified* It has been Included in this summary
as possibly being identical with Anatoli Yakovlev*

TWCtmrg
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On July 2^ 195^t I>avid Greenglaaa, a confeased Soviet
espionage agent, adviaed Special Agents of the Bureau that he
furnished the name of Dr, aana Bethe, among others, to Barry
Gold on June U, 19h5» ® possible Soviet 'espionage recruit,

Greenglasa related that his instruoti ons were to
furnish the names of prospective recruits to his contacts/
however, under no circumstances was he to follow up by con»
tacting the individuals. Be stated that he never spoke to
Julius Rosenberg or Harry Gold again about Bethe and did not
know whether Bethe was actually recruited to do espionage work,
Greenglasa stated that his instructions were r eoeiued from his
wife, Ruth Greenglasa, o confessed Soviet espionage agent who
tn turn hoci received the instructi ons from Julius Rosenberg,
It was noted that Gold gave the list to which Bethels name
was included to Anatole A, fakovlev, at that time Vice-Consul
of the USSR Consulate in Hew Fork City,

Dr, Weldon Bruce Dayton was interviewed by Special
Agents of the Bureau in New York City on June iS, 1$, 20, and
21, 195^* Dayton stated he first met Dr» Bethe at Cornell
in the physios department having taken courses under him.
Be indicated he knew Dr, Bethe only as a teacher and the only
social relationship that he had was to have attended the
sessions at the Bethe home, Ithaca, **ew York,

•

Correlator's Notet (There was no indication in the
reference as to the tie an between Yakovlev and Dayton),

NY rpt, 8-16-51
Ret "Weldon Bruce Dayton/
Espionage - R,

"

^5~5m6-k3, end, p, l6
(hS)
SI - 65-60393-15, end, p, 8,9
(h?)
SI - 65-592h2-k96
(kS)
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The "Times Herald" of April 6, 1951 » contained an
article entitled "Couple Given Death Penalty as Atom Spy Team**
The clipping came from New York, dated April 5f and stated
in parts

"The Nation's Appeals Court—last resort of a con-
demned American—today held a slim hope for a doomed husband
and wife Atcan Spy Team*"

"The couple Julius Bosenberg and his wife Ethel were
sentenced to death today in Federal Court by Judge Irving B#
KaufUan—the first Americans ever so doomed In the civil court
room for such treachery*"

"Former Axmy Sergeant David Greenglass, 29, who pleaded
guilty and gave testimony that helped convict Mrs* Bosenberg,
his sister, will be sentenced tomorrow*" During the trial
Sergeant Greenglass declared that he passed atom bomb data to
Harry Gold, a Philadelphia blo-chemlst* Gold confessed his
guilt and vas sentenced to thirty years*

"Gold also got data from Dr* Klaus Fuchs, imprisoned
British Atom Scientist, whose arrest a year ago first cracked
the shell of the International Spy Bing.”

"Master minding the whole plot, the government said,
was Anatoli Yakovlev, a BussIan Vice Consul In New York In
19^ and 19^5* Yakovlev disappeared long before he was Indicted
with the others* Presumably he fled back to Bussia*"

65^8236-*

i

BAM:beb
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The "Kevi York Cowipase'* contained an article dated
November IJ, ^93^* entitled ^dold Says Brothman Oaue Jtede
Rubber J>ata»^ The article etated in part ae follovez

**Barry Gold, con/eaeed atom epy, teeti/ied in
federal Court yeeterday that in December I9k2, in the euite
of the Lincoln Hotel , Soviet euperi or^ Semen M* Semenov^
congratulated Chemical Engineer Abraham Brothman /or relying
information on the producrion of eynthetic rubber,

«

Gold etated he laet earn Sam in February, 19hh» when
he wae eucceeded by an agent named John, Without explaining
why, John told Gold in 19k5 never to Mention brothman again,**

4

**Deapite that remaek. Gold accepted a job with
Brothman ^a Chemical Engineering Firm in 19li6 where he continued
until I9J/7.**

Si?'"*-'
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A t«l0typ9 froB the Philadelphia Office to the Bureau dated

May 26) 1950) iB the case of Abraham Brothmaii) stated in part as foUoest

*To date the following descriptions of contacts of Barry Ciold

have been obtained. John) idiose period of contact was 1944 to 1945) was

described as 35) 5*10") 180-135 pounds ) medium build) broad-shouldered)

hair dark) straight) well cut, combed in such a way that better part of

It was straight back, eyes dark) teeth very regular and idiitS) dressed

like an American and wore hat which gave the general appearance of a

Homburg-type hat. It is Gold's recollection that it was not actually a

Homburg but might have been a snap-brim bat which John wore with the brim

tamed Gmer^ appearance John appeared to be of Georgian extraction

and mentioned a similarity to the famous Russian family) Mdavani. Peculiarities)

Gold said John had a distinct European walk and described it as mincing but

not a feminine. Harltal status - Gold's impression of John was that he

was married and his wife was probably In this country with him. Speech —

Russian accent."

Re: "Abraham BrothmaU)
Espionage-R"
IOO736504O-59
(13'4)»

BAMtflh



David and Ruth ffTeenglaaa atatad '(data unknown)
that thoy wet Anne Sidorouich at Juliue SoeenbeTg * $ apavt^
went during the early part of Jcnuary, 19k5t that shortly
after she left, Rosenberg stated that she, Anne, would aot
as courier between the Greenglasses andRosenberg*

Harry Qold, H)^o in fact did ao4 os the courier
involved, stated his Soviet Superior, Anatodi A* Yakovlev, in
response to his, Gold's apprehension tn contacting both flaua
Jfuchs (not further identified) and Oreenglass, stated that the
person who had been selected was unable to wake the trip*

One of the points upon which the conspiracy to cow-
nit espionage by Michael andAnne Sidorovich rested was as
follows*

Using the alias of Mrs. Goldberg, '^ivian Glasamany
cane to Cleveland on July 22, 1950, ond on July 23, 1950, went
to the apartment occupied by William Perl, where she informed
Perl that she had 02000 to cover his expenses in leaving the
country, suggesting Mexico as his destination. All of her in-
structions were uritten on a pad and she included the name of
Julius Rosenberg in her writing.

GJassnan performed the task or the instructions of a
"stranger " (possibly Max Finestone not further identified),
who told her that "John" had sent him.

Cleveland letter ll-ll^-^l
Ref "Michael Alexander
Sidorovich, was, and Anne
Hunusiak Sidorovich, was;
Rspionage - R: Perjury."
65-5929l'l63
Ck5, S9)

BA)l)ddl
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A teletype from the Hew York yield Office dated May 31, 1950,
to the Bureau stated "Harry Gold, was.. Espionage - R, Re: Philadelphia
teletype May 27, as to interview with Gold at irtiich time Gold stated 'John*
had daughter referred to as Vicki, at that time about 2 years of age,
apparently in late '44 or early '45 and also may have of had another child.
Department of Health records. Kings County, New York, certificates 21S84
and 21335 reflect Victoria and Pavel Yakovleff, twins, were bom June 25>
'41, in Israel-Zlon Hospital, Brooklyn. Father described as name Anatole,
bora Russia, age 30, occupation. clerk, Russian Consulate. Mother described
as name Anastasia Demin, born Russia, age 23, occupation housewife. Name
on above certificate Takovleff. A. A, Yakovlev did reside at above address
and wife's name is Anastasia. He was born 1911 and employed as clerk, Russian
Consulate, New York City,"

Re: "Harry Gold was..
Espionage - R"

BATJradffl sfjh
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Harry Gold was intervievred at the United
Penitentiary on October ?1, 1951 by Bureau Agents, He stated
definitely that he never attended any party at the home of
Frederick Vanderbilt Field, Nev; York City, and never knew Field,
He stated that in early 19^5 he was in close contact with Ms
Toviet superior Yakovlev, and did not go to parties or mingle
with the public .in any way. Gold stated. that he had previously
been questioned by an Agent of the New York. Office .concerning
his attendence at the referred to party,

Philadelphia Memo
11-6-51
Pe: "Frederick Vanderbilt Field,

'

was,, Internal Seciirity-CH'.’
10^-2978-203

TOC
: ^h
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David Qresnglaaa was indioted by the Federal Grand
Jury at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on July 6, i9l5^* The indictment
charged that from on or about January 1, 19it5* ond contirtcuely
t^orea/t«r for a coneiderable period, David Greenglaae, Harry
Gold and AnatoK A* fakovleu, altaa, "John" and other persons
unknown violated Subaection A of Section J2, Title 5^, U, S*
cods* The full indictment ia aet out in thia reference*

Additional information in thia reference will be
found in 65-$8236~20if. dictated eleehhere in thia msBorandtm*

BAM:ddl

NT Supplemental Summary
rpt. 8-16-50
Net "David Greenglaae, loas*;
Eapionage • B*"
6S-39028-309
(8. SO. 3U9

ai- 65-59023-259
(16. 5h)

Sl~(,s-S9e9g-9/

in)
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During the a/ternoon of June 1$, in a atfaroft

^ the apartnent of David Oreenglaea, Aparteient 6, 26$ Bivington
street, Beat York City, with Greenglaee* ooneent, a Special
Agent of the Bureau located a group of Blj. photographe of David
and Buth 0reengJa9s» One of the photographe bore a photographer *e
etanp on the back, ehowing the date of Bovember 8, 191/5,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, In the preeence of Special Agenta,
David Greenglaaa advieed that the photographe laae one of hin
and hie wife, Buth Greenlee which had been taken at Albuquerque,
New Mexico,

The above-^nenti oned photogrq/h etanped November 8,
19k5» Albuquerque, New Mexico, waa exhibited by Special Agent
Miller to Harry Gold, who made the following notation on the
back of the photograph/

**Thie ie the man I contacted in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, in June, 19h5» on inatructiona from my Soviet Espionage
superior 'Nohn*, The man in the picture gave me information
relative to hie work at Los Alamoa, New Mexico, which inform
mation I later gave to *John*, signed Harry Gold, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, June 15, 1950*"

On the morning of June l6, 195G, David Greenglaaa
gave a signed statement. Statement waa given below in part,

recall that when I waa on furlough from the Loa
Alamoa Atom Bomb Project, my br other ~in -law, Juliua Boaenberg,
in New York City, asked to see me one night, I had a previoua
appointment of a aocial nature to aee some peraonal friends
and cut the appointment short in order to meet my brother-
in-law, Juliua Boaenberg, I borrowed a 1935 Oldamobile and
drove to the vicinity of about Firat Avenue, somewhere above
East l/2nd Street, but below Eaat 59ih Street probably, I parked
the car at the curb, on a north-bound street facing north,
Juliua Boaenberg walked over to the car and told no to wait.
Then he walked away and came back with a man and introduced
him to me by a firat name which I do not recall. Then the man

140



got into the car and I drove around while the nan asked me
queetione about a high explosive lens whioh is being experimented
with at a Los Alamos ultoa Bomb Project, I tried to describe ,

the lens to the nan while I was driving, V'hon the man left
the car about 15 ninutea later, I went home, Julius, after
introducing the nan to me left. This furlough was either
the one before I met Barry Qold, the aumner of 19h5 after
that time,**

The above signed statement was written in the kand~
writing of Special Agent Leo H, Frutkin and the change^ were
initialed by David Greenglass, Although Qreenglass was hasy
as to the time of the meeting nentioned in the latter statement,
he was more inclined to believe that the meeting took place
subsequent to his meeting with Barry Gold in June, lSk5»

that the unknown nan mentioned in the latter statement had been
attempting to get a clarification and amplification of the
information he had furnished to Barry Gold concerning the high'
explosive lens. Be advised that the above meeting took place
during a dark night, and that he saw the unknown man only
when the light shone on his face. He was of the opinion that
the man was laear^n^ a hat, but that at one time the nan pushed
the hat back, revealing a high hair line. Be was shown agroup
of photografhs, including photographs of Anatoli A, Yakovlev,
ond Semen ^emenov. Be said that the photograph of Semenov more
nearly resembled the unknown man than the otbera, but that his
only reason for saying that laaa that Semenov had a high hair
line.

NY rpt, 6-26-50
Bet **David Greenglass,
was, Dave Greenglass, David
Green, David Greenej
Espionage - S,**
65-59028-193, end,
(10, 136)

(Additional information in this reference will be
found in 65-59028''^^ dictated elsewhere in this memorandums

J
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Confidential Inforoant T-10 advised on Janiiary 4* 1945, that

Anatoli Iakovlev, clerk at the USSR Consulate, Mew York City, visited the

law offices of Paul J* Kem and his associate, then located on the 32nd floor

of 10 E. 40th Street, New York City.

Re: "Paul Julian Kem,
TWC:fjh Security Matter-C”

62762480-20

.4
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was stated tiiat in connection with the preparation
^

NY letter. 10-JQ
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he Bureau was

this informat1 dll oy tUiepypT on January 29,

1945 under the caption "Vladimir Kosma Zworykin; Internal

Security — R.** (psg© 50)

UL

llew York Rpt., 4-12-45
jBe* "Sodac, Kew York City"
J^Internal Security - R"..

TtfC: cmm
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Anatol Xokovleu was a Soviet representative at a '

conference held by the Jewish Committee of the Susstan War
Belief at Webster Sail, Detroit, Michigan, on January 29s
19li5» Be conveyed his government's greeting and gratitude
to the work of the Jewish organisati one in Detroit in con-
nection with the Bussian War Belief activities*

Detroit rpt.
Beg **Bu8eian War Belief,
lnc*f - C."
iooy7226-li37, p. U

TWCsddl
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were not

B)

NT rpt, 2^1U~U5
Res '^Oreat Petrovich Shevtsov
IS ^ R.
Regi strati on Act*
100~30kh87-15
M)
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Correlator's Hote< The Yakovlev nentiooed above was not
identified and has been included in tUs nummary as a
possible Ident with Anatoli Yakovlev.

TWCi jar
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New York Report
12-45

Re: ”Amtorg Trading Corporation
;Internal Security—R"

.gp
8l-2386 p. 39

TWC : cdd
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Identlal Inform
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tial Informan that on
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T-1
New Yoflc report > 5A-A-5*
Re: “Nora Pavlovna Chegodaeva
Internal Securlty-R"
1^-338703-9

SI - 100-338703-3
(46)



T-1:
few fork rpt,
Be: ^Daniel Kaeuetchik,
WQ9* Daniel £aau8caik, Daniel
Kasuachyk; IS • C
100^335193-12
( 5̂)

Cbyn
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Additional information regarding Yakovlev in this
serial can be found in his main file 100-3^6193-11

•

^'ew York report, 5-1^-^ 5 —
RE; "Sodac-Kew York ^ity,
Internal ^ecurity-R. *'

CC-829-438, pp. 3, 15, 16,

V 29 >

30'

3I-1C0-156V8-43 p,3
ot)*

TflCimg
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New York Report
6-20-^f5
Re: "Valdimir Kosma Zworykin,
Internal Securlty-R"
100-292259-150 page 3

Cbxi')
Correlators note: The investigation of Valdlmlr Kosma Zvorykin
was initiated in the Newark Field Division as a result of a
letter from the Bureau dated July 11, 19^, which Indicated that
Zworykin had written to Professor Ernest Orlando Lawrence, who
was engaged in confidential experiments for the United States
Government at Berkeley, California. Zworykin was an associate
director of RCA Research Laboratory, and had acc
confidential scientific data> I
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TOP OECRG -

Re: "Louis Carl, alias
Leib, Karlsteln, IS - R."
1^342033-2

BAM:ddl
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Correlator’s Note: The Yakovlev mentioned
above is not Identified and has been included in this
sumraar7 as a possible Ident with Anatoli Yakovlev,

TWC:Jar
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T-2 (a confid ential and rel table
source who made the information
auaih hie to 2A X* X* Swai^ne on
10~16->4Z)
New York hpt,j 10-23-45
Be: **Federation of Be&sarabian
Societies of Americas Inc»j
aka; Internal Securitj; - C"
61’t9540-20
(50)*
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Boston Report
6-18-45
Re:- "National. Council of
American-Soviet Friendship,
Incorporated;
Internal Security-C"
100^146964-559
( 181 )

SI 100-7660-^.006
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at the
it wae
at New
parted
Consul

ilnatoif Antonovich Yakovlev wae lieted as a clerk ^
USSR Consulate in New York City, as 0/ June 8, I9k5» /
also reported that Eugene Kiaeelev wae Coneul General
York until April 10, 19h5t vhen he and hie family de-
fer Rueeia* Pavel Mikhailov succeeded jTisseleu as
Ceneral.
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A letter from the Bureau dated June 27, 1950,

to the Honorable Louis A. Johnson, the Secretary of De-

fense, Washington, D, C, stated in part; "It is believed

that you will be interested in the details of the espionage

activities on the part of David Greenglass who was, as you

know, arrested on June l6, 1950, for conspiring with Harry

Gold and Anatoli A, Yakovlev in violation of Section 34,

Title 50 ,
U. S. Code.

Harry Gold has executed a signed statement con-

cerning his contacts with Greenglass. He has advised that

in about May of 1945 he met his superior, "John" (Anatoli

A. Ya\kovlev) in a bar on 3rd Avenue, in New York City for

the purpose of discussing plans for his departure in June

of 1945 for Santa Fe, New Mexico, to meet Fuchs. During

this meeting "John" supplied him with the name and address

of an individual whom Gold has identified as, Greenglass

and instructed Gold to contact this person in Albuquerque,

^

New Mexico. "John" offered Harry Gold an envelopqcontaining

about $500 in instructed that this money be given to Green-

glass.

Re; "David Greenglass;
65-5902S-23O
(15<vm)*

BAM: jar
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In an interview on August 2, 195^» Barry Gold stated
when he net his Russian contact **John” <n Bew York City, at tft#

end 0/ May, 1930, it was to nake final arrangements for Gold
to contact Vr» Klaus Fuchs at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Gold said
during that contact with "John**, John directed him to contact
David or Ruth Greenglass at Albuquerque, New Mexico, to pick
up material from them, '

p

Gold said he recalled questioning "John" about his
"side trip" to visit Greenglass, because he believed it en-
dangered his contact with A’uchs, Gold stated he believed
"John" advised him that someone else was scheduled to contact
Greenglass, but for a reason unknown to him, plans went awry.
Gold recalled he was told to make this contact in Albuquerque
08 he uould be close to it when he visited Fuchs at Santa Fe
and that he could make two contacts on one trip. Gold stated
he would think about the meetings with "John" and he was to be,
questioned further later, Cleveland was requested to attempt
to determine the whereabouts of Anne Sidorouich during February,
March, April, May, 19h5 and to consider contacting sources to

ascertain whether illness or other circumstances might have
prevented this meeting, Mr, Fasquale 3, Hetianese, occountant^
Raymond Marrnelli, Inc,, advised Anne Sidorovich was employed
by that company from October, 19h3f through January, I9kk*
Be believed she was employed as a dressmaker and her addreaa
was Dost Office Box 933, Chapcaqua, New York,

Correlator *s Notes (There was no indication aa to
the tie in between Jiichael Sidorovich and "John" nor was
Michael Sidorovich further identified tn this reference,)

NY teletype 8-2^30
Res **Miohael S^/iortvichj
Espionage - R,

BAMsddl
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This is a stonmary report on Julius Rosenberg.
Under the caption "Narrative of Offense") the following is
set forth. ; .

Harry Gold received Instructions from his Russian
espionage superior "John" to make contact with David Green-
glass on June 3* 194*5*

Harry Gold Identified the above-mentioned "John"
as Anatoli A. Yakovlev , who was at that time employed as
a clerk at the New York City Consulate of the USSR, and was
subsequently made Vice Consul at the same Consulate.

On June 2. 1950) at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Harry Gold made a statement to Special Agents Richard E.
Brennan and T. Scott Miller , Jr. A summary of the statement
follows.

In the spring of 1945. Gold was meeting regularly
with a man unknown to him except by the name of "John", who
was his Russian espionage contact.

In Nay 1945, Gold met John In New York City.
During the meeting they discussed Gold*s departure for Santa
Fe In June 1945, and Gold's meeting with a man In Albuquerque.
The statement Is set out in full In this report.

Gold turned over the information he received In
Albuquerque, to John in Brooklyn (in 1^5)*

On July 10, 1950 , at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Gold gave another statement In which he identified his
contact in Albuquerque as David Greenglass.

Special Agents T. Scott Miller, Jr. and Richard B.
Brennan would testify that on June 2. 1950, pictures of
Anatoli Antonovich Yakovlev were exhibited to Barry Gold. .

Gold stated that Yakovlev was Identical with his superior who
was known to him as John.

Special Agent Frank J. Nolan would testify that he
operated a camera on June I8 , and 19, 1943 and took pictures
with that camera of Anatoli A. Yakovlev.
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special Agents Robert J« Virth and Raymond T» tflrth
would testify that the pictures exhibited to Harry Gold as
pictures of Anatoli A. Yakovlev were In fact pictures of
Anatoli A* Yakovlev.

They would testify that they knew this individual
to be Yakovlev A. (because during 1946 they observed Yakovlev
on several occasions driving a Bulck Sedani l^t6 license
7N-1490, which license was registered to A. A. Yakovlev.)
B. (because they observed him entering and leaving 3 West
108th Street 9 New York City wherein Anatoli A. Yatovlev
resided with his wife and family.) C. (agents observed
this Individual driving the Bulck between his aforementioned,
home, 3 West 108th Street , and the Consulate of the USSR In
New York City.) 0. (these agents observed this Individual
entering and leaving the Consulate of the USSR In New York
City on numerous occasions.]) E. (these agents observed
Yakovlev identifying himself as Anatoli A. Yakovlev on
December 27

j

1946 to the United States Customs Service when
boarding the SS iUnerica to depart from the United States
for France.)

The name of the official in the State Department

,

Washington, D. C. , who would present the following records
would be made known at the time of the trial.

These records would reflect that Anatoli A.<

Yakovlev held the position of clerk and Vice-Consul at the
Consulate of the USSR in New York City between February 8,
1941 and December 27% 1946, and further, that he entered and
left this country under diplomatic visa.

The name of the official Immigration and Natural-
ization Service, Washington, D. C., who would provide the
following records would be made known at the time of the
trial.

He would present records which would reflect that
Anatoli A. Yakovlev entered the United States at San PedrO|
California, on February 4, 1941 aboard the SS Ecuador and left
tlM Ihilted States on December 27, 1946 via the SS America at
the port of New York.
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special Agent T* Scott Miller*
Agent Richard E. Brennan could testify:

Jr* and Special

"That on June 15* 19^0, they received photographs

from Special Agent Lester 0. Gallaher and displayed them to

Harry Gold in Philadelphia and that Harry Gold Identified the

photograph of David Greenglass and Ruth Greenglass standing

in front of the porch of a house in Albuquerque, New Mexico*

Tbat Harry Gold wrote on the back of the photograph
this was the man he ”Harry Gold” contacted in Albuquerque,

New Mexico, in Jxme, 194^* on instructions from a Soviet

espionage superior 'John'*”

"That the man in the photograph gave him, Harry
Gold, information relative to his work in Los Alamos, New
Mexico, which infomation Harry *^old later gave to 'John’ •

NY SmJlmary rpt. 7-22-50
Re; "Julius Rosenberg;
Espionage - R*
65—58230—204* PS®* 4*5*6,26,28,
30,31*32,67
(4, 58, 177)^
SI - 65-59028-273

SI - 65-59028-51
(92)
SI - 65-58236-174
(16. 91 )

BAMxddl
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iw York report, -

Re; ”Amtorg Trading Corporation
Internal Security - R”
1^5381-2461X, pg. 33 ^
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Confidential Informant T-I3 stated that the only
Russian to his knowledge whom the subject of the file William
Marias Malisoff was in contact with in Philadelphia was a
floctor Eugene Golomshtok, a curator of a museum in Phila-
delphia. (There was no indication in the reference as to the

tie-in between Yakovlev and the subject of the file Malisoff
except that they both knew Dr. Eugene Golomshtok)

Van Rosen,
T-15 *

T-I3* ur, neatr
250 Riverside Drive, \dio was
contacted by Special Agent
Walter C, Roettlng on October
20 , 1951.
NYrpt. 11-26-51
Ret "William Marias Malisoff
Espionage - R."
1^302355-79, P. 12 , 13

cm
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The "Times Herald" of December lli, 195^» contained
the sixth of an eleuen part series by Bob Considine entitled

"Tuchs dives Los Alamos Secrets to Messenger Gold*"

The article stated in part that in August of l$kk$
Harry Gold was to meet with Doctor Hlaus Tuchs (one of the

most di stingui shed foreign physicists) Aeor the BrooklyA
Museum of Art tn orders from a superior he knew only as

"John", but who uas Anatoli Yakovlev, Soviet Vice-Consul in

Hew York* Tuchs did not appear*

"startled^ Gold returned to Philadelphia and waited

a tense week" for the dl ternate meeting date* He returned to

Hew York, waited with growing alarm, for Tuchs at a corner on

Central Park West, reading into each passing face the look of

a Government Agent, then fled*

If Gold was agitated, "John" was doubly so when

"ITie Philadelphian" reported Tuchs' disappearance* Yakovlev

had withheld from Gold the Hew York address of the scientist*

But now he gave it to himt 128 West JJth Street*

"Somewhat tremulously. Gold went to the house* When

Q Janitor oASuJcrcd hts told the wcin he was there to

return a book he had borrowed from Tuchs* In the book, which

he had Just bought. Gold had painfully copied Tuchs’ signature*

"He left town," the janitor said* ’^Didn't say where

he was going,"

Yakovlev eventually dispatched Gold to Cambridge,

Massacbusette, to the home of Tuchs* sister and brother-in-

law, Mrs* Elisabeth Betneman, completely innocent of the plot

and of her brother’s role, welcomed "Haymond" as a friend*
Klaus, she said had been transferred to some place in the

southwest* That was all she knew*



V
I

But 9he added that before her brother left on hit
myeterioue Mtseion, he told her the could expect hiwi to uieit

her during the Chriatnae Holiday a. Forlornly, Qold left hi a

phone number in Philadelphia^ and aaked Ura, Hetneman to have

Fucha call him lohen he returna. Be made two other fruitleaa
tripa to Cambridge, at "John*a" demand,

TaKouleu waa furioua with Gold for losing track of

a man lofto had become, since hia orrtuol iw the United &tatea

aa part of a British Atomic toaa which United States authorities

had agreed not to inueatigate, the moat important spy in the

entire Communi at network throughout tho world. Gold nutod

pitifully for another chance to make good in this new apy career

assignment.

Gold* a life waa made miserable during the fong Fall

and early Winter, But at the turn of the year, hia phone
Philadelphia rang and a quiet, perciae, clicked uoice on the

other end - calling long distance - aaked "Haymon^P** It waa

Fucha,

Aa full of joy aa diacretion. Gold rushed to Cam-

bridge to aee the man whoa he later (in a confession) called

"noble** and a **geniua,** On a frigid afternoon, meeting with

Fucha, aebiddidditnaadark foom of the Heineman house, Fucha
explained hia disappearance. He hod been aaai gned to Los
Alamos, Sew Mexico, where the bomb itself waa being fabricated.

To the amaaed Gold, the apy revealed that the bomb -

it waa believed - could be made to explode by bringing together,

inside the bomb caaing, a number of *^non-critieal** masses of

uranium 2J5 or plutonium, thus forming a critical maos that

would explode with holocauatic might, 3hia **tr igger dtvice,

he said, waa called the **lena** and waa ao difficult to devise

and perfect that it represented a sore bottle neck in the

production of the first bomb.

At the moment they parted, aa had been their cuatoBji

Fucha handed Gold a fat envelope, ilnd the ao«t closely guarded

secrets of the moat secret laboratory on earth had started a

trip to the Kremlin,



Gold, who did not know how to get in touch with

Vohn, " bit hie naila in freney, waiting for their scheduled

February nesting in Hew fork City* Be proudly handed over

the envelope Fuche kod given hin the previous nonth*

Takovlev scanned it skreiodly and quickly, then

returned it to hie pocket for more careful reading. Be de-

manded from Cold an account of their talks*

Gold painstakingly re-created mention of Fuchs*

annoyance at having had to come all the way East to deliver

the information, and his demand that thereafter Gold would

have to travel to Santa Fe - with a meeting scheduled for

the first Saturday in June, 19k5t <** k p«»* on the Castillo

Street Bridge*

Then Gold mentioned the **lens" and Takovlev reacted

as if touched by a live wire. Be whispered almost savagely

that Gold must search his mind and remember everything Fuchs

had said about the **lens,**

. Gold nervously told what he knew, but the Russian

almost spit his derision, Hhen Gold left late that night for

the dreary ride back to Philadelphia, he felt that he had

somehow let doion his superior*

What he did not know was that Takovlev had come into

possession by way of Julius Roe enberg, who is now facing the

electric choir, of an actual sketch of the sternly guarded

"lens," including information about the type of explosives

used to smash together the nuclear matter,**

IIJ-II 9L-A
(22s 95)
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A teletype from ^ew York to the i*ureau dated

February 26 ^ 1951 1
the ease of Julius. Rosenberg^ stated In

part: David Oreenglass advised n^mes of persons included

by him in either or both lists of potential So^et Espionage

recruits employed at the Los Alamos Atom Bomb Project^ \rtiich

he furnished Julius i<osenberg, January, 19^5» and Harry
Gold, June 19^5* David Greenglass and “arry Gold do not

know of any action taken by Soviets to recruit these persons,

(breenglass compiled these lists at Rosenberg request. .Written

information received from David Greenglass by Harry Gold

was turned over to Anatoli Yakovlev of the Soviet Consulate

in New York City in June 19^+5. Yakovlev no longer in the United

States——.

RE: Julius Rosenberg, et al|
Espionage - R”.
/y0^8236-75W;
®K65-58236-751.
(2!&)»

BAM:mg
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Teletype from Philadelphia to the Bureau dated June 15 $

1950 » In the case of Unknovm American ^5 $ Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Harry Gold-Informant ,

Ssplonage-R stated ’’Gold definitely Identic
fled photo of David Greenglass as being Identical with unknown
subject. He wrote following statement on back of photo of Green-
glass and wife stamped ll-d-45, Albuquerque. New tfexlco. This Is
the man I contacted In Albuquerque, New Mexico In June, 1945, on
Instructions from my Soviet espionage superior, "John". The man
In the picture gave me Information relative to his work at Los
Alamos, New Mexico, which information I later gave to John"

Philadelphia teletype, 6-15*-50
Re: "Unknown American #5,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Harry Gold-Informant;
Esplonage-R"
65559028-107
(lb2)-

BAMrjlc



A teletype /ron iir» Belmont to Hr, Ladd dated
June 5, 1950^ (n the case of CTnTrnoun ilsierican No, 5,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Harry Gold informant was to
determine the source of the $500,00 paid by Gold to
United States Army non-^commissi oned officer in Albuquerque,
New liexi co*

It was stated that teletype dated May 31, 1950,,
from Philadelphia advised that Harry *Gold stated that he
saw Fuchs in Sante Fe, Ngw Mexico, in June, 1945, and
that he stopped at the Hilton Hotel, Albuquerque, New
Mexico* Gold further stated that the reason for doing so
was that he picked up information from a United States
Army non-commissi oned officer who was living in Albuquerque

•

Information, according to Gold, was of a general nature on

code ^ installations He gave the arrniy man $500*00 for the
information**

Under date of June 8, 1950, Special Agent
Michard E* Brennan of the Philadelphia Office tele phonically
advised the Bureau that Harry during the, course of an
interning stated that he had only one meeting with the
unknown soldier who was in Albuquerque* Prior to going
t,o Sante Fe, at which time he contacted the non-comm.issioned
officer who lived in Albuquerque, Gold received the $500*00
from Anatoli A, lak ovlev, a Soviet Consular Official in
New Y^rk on the occasion of a meeting in a bar in New York
City* He told Gold to contact the man in Sante Fe but not
to let that assignment interfere in anyway with his con-
tacting Fuchs* Gold saw Fuchs in Sante Fe and then returned
to Albuquerque and tried to contact the individual whose name
and address had been given to him by Anatoli A*
Yakovlev, Gold stayed over night and teas able to
contact the individual on the following date, at which
time he learned for the first time that the individual whom
he was to contact in Albuquerque was a soldier in the
United States Army* Gold said that it was obvious that the.

199



soldi*r txpectgd iihg money and that the in/ormati on received

from, him pertained to the physical set up of the Atomic

Energy installation at Los Alamos*

‘^‘here wqa some indication that the unknown soldier

in Los Ahmqs, may be one David Greengh ss*

Ret "Harry Gold, Informant;
Espionage ~ R"
66957449-277
(4h
SI - 65-39026-95

SAMtcmm (102)
" SI .63-59028-97

(101) .
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Inueetigation by the New Torh Pivieion of the FBI
revealed thatSavid Greenglaea had reported that the name
Sqs/ord Jacobean wae included by him in either or both Hate
of potential Soviet eapionage reoruita employed at the Loa
Alanoa Atom ^omb Project, which Hat he furniahed to JuHua
Roaenberg during January, 19h5* Harry Gold during
June, 19h5»

Jacobean waa interviewed ot the Stamford reaident
agency of the FBI on March 9» ^95^»

Jacobaon advi'aed that he '*haa never met JuHua
Ro aenberg, haa never been contacted by him and that the name
Roaenberg waa of no ai gnificance to him*^ Jacobaon adviaed
he did not recognise the photograph of Roaenberg which waa
exhibited to him* Jacobaon in addition adviaed that the
identity of Harry Gold waa also unknown and that he did not
recognise the photograph of Harry Gold*

Inveatigation by the New Fork Bivtaion reflected tftat

information received by Harry Gold from David Greengiasa waa
turned over to Anatoli A* la koulev, of the Soviet ConauJote

in New Fork Oity, during June 19k5» Jacobaon adviaed that the
identity of Anatoli A, Iakovlev waa unknown to him*

New Haven rpt*
Rei "JuHua Roaenberg,
et al*"
^-58236-8ItJI

BAM:ddl
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below:
The following is quoted from the report designated

"About May 19^5 Harry Gold met one *John’, his Husaian
contact, in New York City to discuss plans for Harry Gold's
departure, about June, 19^^ for fanta Fe, New Mexico. 'John'
supplied Harry Gold with name and address of David Greenglass
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, with ins true tionS“to contact him.
•'John' said Harry Gold was to receive Information from David
Greenglass

,
which information he was subsequently to deliver

to 'John'. 'John' gave Harry Gold an envelope containing about
»500 to give to David Greenglass in payment for the information
if David Greenglass should indicate a need for funds. 'John'
is Anatoli A, Yakovlev, former Assistant Consul General of the
hussian Consulate, New York City."

"David Greenglass was placed under arrest at 1:32 A.M.
on June 16, 1950 in New York City; at 1:50 P.M. on June 16, 1950
a complaint was executed by SA Joto W. Lewis before U. S.
Commissioner Idward McDonald of the Southern District of New York,
stating that a complaint and warrant had been filed and issued
on June 16, 1950 in the District of New Mexico charging David
Greenglass with a violation of Title 50, UCC, Section 3^ (19^6 ed.)"

The complaint filed in New Mexico charged that in the
District of New Mexico and elsewhere, David Greenglass, Harry
Gold and Anatoli A. Yakovlev, alias "John" violated Sub-Section
(A) of Section 32, Title 50, U. S. Code.

Special Agents T. Scott Miller, Jr., and Klchard E.
Brennan could testify that on June 15, 1950 they received photo-
graphs from Special Agent Lester 0. Gallaher and displayed them
to Harry Gold in Philacelphia, who Identified the photographs
of David Greenglass and huth Greenglass standing in front of a
porch of a house in Albuquerque, New Mexico; that Harry Gold wrote
on the back of the photograph that this was the man he (Harry
Gold) contacted in Albuquerque, New Mexico in June, 19^5 on
instructions from his Soviet Espionage superior "John"; that the
man in the photograph gave him (Harry Gold) information relative
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to his worfcoat Los Alamos, New Mexico, which information Harry
Gold later gave to "John."

NY rpt. 6-23-50
Re: "David Greenglass, was;
Dave Greenglass, David Green,
David Greene; Espionage - R."
65-5902d-H9> end. p. 6,8,14,
15.16,30,31
fl6, 113)

(Correlator's Note: Additional information in this
reference will be found in 65-58236-204 dictated elsewhere in *

this memorandum.

BAM:ddl
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Di March, 1951* David Greenglass furnished Infor-
mation to the effect that In 1944 and 1945 at the request
of Julius Rosenberg, he compiled a list of individuals %rorklng
on the Los Alamos Atom Bomb Project whom he believed to be
ideelogically suited for recruitment into the Soviet espionage
system, and that he recalled that Robert Schaffer was one of
these Individuals, He further advised that he fiirnlshed the
list to Julius Rosenberg in January, 1945, and to Harry Gold
on June 1945» In Albuquerque, New Mexico, at the request
of his Soviet espionage superior , Anatole A. Yakovlev, and
that he gave Gold three or four pages of typewritten Infor-
mation which GoI«3 turned over to Yakovlev on his return to
New York City soon thereafter#

NY rpt, 9-28-51
Re: "Bobert Schaffer,
aka Ruby, LGE,"
12^3688if-35> end. p. U

BAM:ddl
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4

"Harry Gold advised today that when he talked to
David Greenglaee on morning of June 3» 1-9U5» Albuquerque,
Greenglaae said he knew of several people at. Los ^lanos
who might be recruited by Soviets, A Hat of sixteen possible
recruits listed by Greenglaaa, qa well as scientists and
military personnel were ahovn to Gold who said that the names
Benjamin Sederson, Henry Linschits and a Emmanuel Schwarts
seemed a little familiar, but he lood unakbe to explain why,
except to say he believed Greenglaae may have mentioned the
name Benjamin, ^old said that he gave the written information
received from Greenglaae to his Soviet Superior Anatoli Iakovlev
upon his rettnn to Hew fork City,

HI teletype
Re: "Julius Rosenberg, et alf
Eapi onage • R,
^-58236-818 -

BAHzddl
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The June 16, 1945, issue o£ ’’Russky Golos” revealed that

the United Russian-American Committee turned In two checks totally

$13, 000. 00 to the President of the Russian Section of the AmbiJaM

Committee, Prince A. M. Putiatln, in the presence of A. A. Yakovlw,

of the Soviet Consulate in New York City. According to the article,

this sum represented the first installment of the cost of caring for 200

orphans of Stalingrad for one year. These checks were signed by Anton

Harbin, Financial Secretary of the United Russian-American Committee

New York report, 8-4-45

Re: '’International Workers
Order in the Chicago Field

Division-American Russian

Fraternal Society (Russian

Section); Internal Security - C"
61-7341-9-322, p. 4
(3f3)v
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In F$bruary, 1951, David Gr»engla»»t vhsn in-
't«rviev}«d by repre6entative» of the FBI in connection
with another investigation, advised that at the request
of Julius Rosenberg, in 1944 and 1945, Greenglass pre^
pared a list of naaies of individuals who were employed
at the Los Alamos, New Mexico, Atom Ronb project, whom
he considered as '^possibly Soviet espionage recruits,"
including the name of the appointee, Benson Zweig*

Greenglass asserted that he furnished the
names of these individuals to Julius Rosenberg in
January, 1945, and to Harry Gold in Juneof 1945*
Harry Gold in turn, shortly thereafter, submitted the
list to Aratoli A* Yakovlev of the Soviet Consulate in
New York, New York* "Yakovlev is no longer in the
Unit ed States*"

Julius Rosenberg, David Greenglass and Harry
Gold were convicted in Federal Court on violation of
the Espi onage Law, the overt acts of which took place
about the time that Greenglass and Benson Zweig were
stationed at Los Alamos, New Mexico*

New York Rpt,, 1-9-55
Ret "Benson Zweig, aka
Benny/ Loyalty of Govern-^
ment Employees"
121-33715-26
(IS)'

GORBELATOR'S NOTEt (The only connection in the
file between Yakovlev and Zweig was the fact that they both
knew David Greenglass and Greenglass submitted a list to
Gold containing the name Benson Zweig who in turn gave it
to Yakovl ev* J

BAMt OHM
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Harry Qold, who was in the custody of the Attorney
Genera} of the United States upon issuance of a writ of Ad
Testificandusi can testify aa followst

**That he had been engaged in espionage in behalf
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics from 193^ until late

19h5 or early 19li6» That sometime around Hay, 19k5»
Soviet superior, John, whom Gold hasidentified as Anatoli A,
Yakovlev, a clerk and later Vice-Consul General at the USSR
Consulate at Hew York City, wet him in Hew T0rk City for the

purpose of discussing plans for Gold's trip to Santa Fe, Hew
Mexico* The purpose of this trip u^as to contact Dr* Klaus
Fuchs* That on the occasion of this particular meeting,
Yakovlev supplied Gold with the name and address of a man in

Albuquerque, Hen Mexico, with instructions to contact this
individual while he was in Hew Mexico in the course of his
mission to contact Fuchs* Yakovlev gave Gold on envelope
containing $300 with instructions to give this money to the

man in Albuquerque in payment for the information or material
received* Furthermore , if the man was not available on the

occasion of Gold's visit. Gold was to deal with this man's
wife* As a means of identification, Fakovlev gave him a piece

of cardboard, stating that the matching piece was in possession

of the man he was to contact in Albuquerque * Gold protested
to Yakovlev that this "side trip" would endanger hie contact
with Fuchs* Yakovlev stated that someone else was scheduled
to go, but for a reason unfcnoion tohim, plans went awry*"

That on on« Sunday morning in June, 19k5> nfter
completing his missions with Dr* Klaus Fuchs in Sen ta Fe, Hew
Mexico, he called at the hone of an individual referred to by

Yakovlev* That he has identified this individual and his wife
aa David and Ruth Greenglass* He introduced himself toDavid
Greenglass and presented the piece of cardboard, and David
Greenglass produced the natdhing piece* He then asked David,
in the presence of Ruth, if he had any information for him,

David said that he had, but it would not be prepared until that
afternoon* He returned to the Greenglass home later that

.

Sunday afternoon, and on this visit vavid Greenglass gave him
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an envelope oontatning two to five pagee of information and
poaeiblg one aketchm Gold gave David Greenglaee the $$00 and
told him he night return at a later date* That upon hie reutnr
to Hew York City, he turned over this material to Anatoli
Yakovlev***

On July 26, 1950, William Perl appeared at the office
of the FBI in Cleveland, Ohio, and furnished a statement
which he refused to sign, but which included corrections in
his own handwriting and concerned the visit of Yivian Glassman
to his apartment at 666 Hast lO^rd Street, Cle veland, Ohio,
on Sunday, July 2^, 19^0*

4

On Sunday, July 23, 1950, at approximately noon,
Perl said he was in the alcove of his apartment when a girl
appeared at the entrance to his apartment* She identified her-

self to him as Vivian Glassman of Hew York City* She explained
in writing on several sheets of 8 x 10^ ruled paper that she
had been instructed by a stranger, one whom she did not know,
to epea^ to on oeronautical engineer in Cleveland and to give
to this engineer money and instructions on how to leave the
country* She wrote down something about a ship incident con-
cerning herself and Barr* (**I recall the name John about here*
The name John and the ship incident as well as much else she
wrote^ had no particular meaning for me*** **I got the impression
that she had been instructed to use this incident as a means
of identifying herself to me* Somewhere along the line, she
also wrote that she knew Julius Rosenberg* It toas my under-
standing that she took me to be the aeronautical engineer*
Perl said he was actually an aeronautical research scientist
at the time* Vivian Glassman of 2J2 East Seventh Street, Hew
York City, was interviewed at her residence during the evening
of August 3, 1950, by Special Agents of the Hew York Office
of the FBI, at which time she gave information concerning her
visit to Perl in Cle veland on July 23, 195^* discussing her
trip to see Perl, she stated that she did not know anyone by

the name of **John***



Ura» Ruth Greenglaaa, of David GreengiaaaJ
could testi/y that in January, 19h5f they visited Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg ond met one Anne Sidorovich, Julius Rosenberg
stated that Anne Sidorovioh would probably be the person to
contact them at Albuquerque, New Mexico, and pick up the
desired information on the atomic bomb*

NT rpt, 3-10^51
Res ^’Michael Ale xander Sidorovich,
was, Anne Sidorovich, wa,
William Pert, w§. Espionage - B,
Perjury*

"

65~5929h^l26, end* p, ll,12,2h,
26,31
(11, 22, lk3)
SI - 65-59312-17
(112)
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A teletype /ron Philadelphia to the Bureau d ated
May 2lf, 1950, etated in part, ''Regarding telephone inetructione
received from Bureau on instant date requesting daily summary
teletype, Harry Oold wae interviewed by Special Agents T,

Scott Miller, Jr,, and Richard S, Brennan, Gold sAid the
first meeting in which information was received by him was in
what he believed early May, 19hh» Gold said he received infor~
nation from Ruche on an exceedingly dark street in New York
City tn which borough he does not know. It was a similar type

of package that he subsequently received from Fuchs, It was
just a folded up pises of paper with no writing or anything
else. Gold recalls no copversation. He feels the next meeting
was arranged and wasusually arranged at the convenience of
Fuchs, Gold said everytime he met Fuchs he would have two or
more meetings with John, Gold advised to best of his re~
collection, he passed the package to John about 25 minutes later.
The next time he met FUchs probably in late July, I9hht
believed he met Fuchs in ><(ueen3. Long Island, not too far
out, not as far out as Jackson Heights, Puchs gave him another
package this time. Gold said he thought this u;a8 the tine
he opened the package and looked at it. He sgio mathematical
equati ons. On the same day about half hour later, farther out
in Queens, he gave package to John, Meeting with John was
short and quick. The sixth meeting, fuchs did not show up.
The seventh or alternate meeting was planned for late July
or early August, 19hk» Central Fork, Fuchs did not show up.
Gold states he believes he saw John about two or three weeks
later. Gold said there was a di scussion as to what to do,
John furnished Fuchs address on 77'^^ Street, possibly near
droadioa^* Gold had met with John in the neighborhood of
Washington Square,

^ "Gold went to address furnishdd by John and noticed
name. Dr, Klaus Fuchs, on mail £of. Goid node inquiry at this
address, and was informed that Fuchs had left. Gold recontacted
John on same day- at meeting place pre-arranged above Columbia
University, Gold informed John of negative results. Gold was



V

then told to eit tight* SiAsequent meeting arranged, thie

meeting with John, ^old wae furnished with address of Mrs,
Heheman, Gold states to best of his recollection this address
was in Cambridge, Massachusetts on Lakeview Street or a name
similar to that. Gold states he felt uneasy over this assign^
ment as the Meinemans were total strangers. Gold advised that
John told him to get out fast if Robert Beineman was there.
Gold was told to act naturally with Mrs, Beineman, Gold ad~

vised the Heinemans were hot at home on this initial trip.

The information was relayed to John a few days or a week later.
In late October or early November Gold went to Cambridge again.
Gold said he presented himself as a friend of Dr, Fuchs and
wondered where Nlaus could bo located, Mrs, Beineman advised
Fuchs had deen transferred to the Southwest but was expected
ot her home at Christmas* Gold states he was at the Beineman
home very briefly on this visit* At this time he left a note

for Fuchs, Gold states he later told John of what had happened.
During the period from January 19b^ until Gold's trip to
bianta Fe in June of 19k5, be maw John perhaps only once,

,
Be

net John in a bar on Third Avenue somewhere in the liO's,t.New

Fork City* This meeting occurred a few days before Gold went
to Santa Fe, ^old states the purpose of this meeting with
John was first to make sure Gold would go and second, to make
arrangements to meet John on return* Gold is not certoin of
the place at which he met John, Be said it nay have been in

Brooklyn on Metropolitan Avenue, Gold eaid he believes John
arranged a meeting later that night in Brooklyn, Gold cannot
recall whether this second meeting was on a corner or ot a

bar. Gold said John usually tried to pick a place where at
least one of them had been before. Gold etotee that meetings
with John were in places that were not badly crowded nor were
they too deserted. In connection uitli the next meeting with
Fuchs at blanta Fe, in September of 191/5, Gold states he does not

recall a preliminary meeting with John, Gold oduised that on

his return trip to Philadelphia he e topped at the Palmer Bouse
in Chicago* Gold said he registered there but does not recall
the name he used. Gold said he believes he brought the material
he received from Fuchs directly to Philadelphia and kept it in

his possession for a couple of days before meeting with John
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out boyond Jack$on Heights in Heva Jerk City* Gold turned the
Material over to John* Fuchs told Gold he believed he loould

return to England shortly* ' ^old aafd Fuchs told him he could
inquire 0/ Fuchs* sister, Mrs* Heineman regarding his locating*
Gold aafd he had a subsequent nesting with John near St*
George Hotel in Brooklyn* This was sometine before the first
of the year* Gold said John was very apprehensive and told
Gold they had to be very careful* Gold said John made a couple
of additional appointments with him, one in Janaica and the
other at the Earl Theatre, Sew York City* Gold safd about tho
only place he and John never met in Sew York City was in
Sichnond*

Sew York file 100-k73l5-l C*122, Comrap Case from
Arthur ^dans to Harry Keweit reviewed by Gold* Hdfph Bowman
appearing therein bears general resemblance to John* Gold
says he does not believe he is John, however*

Ret **Harry Gold, Abraham
Brothmanf Espi onage - R*

BAMsddl
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Harry Gold, admitted Soviet eapionage agent,
teas interviewed on July S9, and August 1 to 3, 1950,
by Special Agents Baymond F. Wirth, Anthony P* Litrento
and John J» O^Brien*

Gold advised that in early July, 1949, he
received a typewritten note on plain paper and a plain
envelope, which envelope was addressed to him at his
residence in Philadelphia' and was postmarked Brooklyn*
He pointed out that the note paper did not have a
letterhead on it, nor did the envelcpe, but one or the
other did have typewritten on it the words '^St* George
Hotel*'* Gold ecp lained he had no tdsa as to the reason
for the words being typewritten on either the enu^pe
or the letter, as the case may be, but that he did re- •

call it. He specifically pointed out that the words
did not have any significance to him insofar as indicating
who the letter was from or the place where he was to meet
anyone connected with the sending of the letter* He ex-
plained that following the receipt of the letter, which
letter loas dn indication to him that he was to contact the
representative of the Soviets at the emergency meeting
place), he had gone to a seafood restaurant on Broadway
stop of the Astoria Elevated Line*

As previously menti oned. Gold pointed out that
the letter, though innocuously worded^ teas an indication to
him that the Soviets desired to contact him, and that the
seafood restaurant that he had gone to was the emergency
meeting place agreed upon between him and Takovle v during
the time he ms contacting that indi vidual in 1945, prior
to that individuals leaving the country* It was noted
that in connection with that Iakovlev, whose full name
was Anatoli Antonovich Iakovlev, was known to Gold as
"John" and was identified by Gold on July 2, 1950, as
Iakovlev to Special Agent T* Scott Hiller and Richard S*
Brennan*

Gold went on to advise he had apparently
been mistaken in his dates or his meeting place inasmuch
as he recalled that he should have gone to the seafood



meeting place a certain number of daye after the date
on the letter or on the Sunday following the receipt of
the letter by him. He explained that in any event he
loae not contacted. He pointed out that in addition to
merely going to the meeting, he waa aupposed to have
taken with him one half of the temporary bill that he
had received aometime in the past from Arthur H, Thomaa
Company, Chemical Supply Houae in Philadelphia, He
explained that the contact or representative of the Soviets
that he expected to find at the seafood restaurant would
either know him ('(roldj by sight or would have seen a picture
of him and would have approached him, in an innocuous
conversation, would have presented one half of the Arthur
Thomas Company bill, which would have identified him to
Q^old as Golds contact. Gold explained that however, prior
to his having been called before the New York Federal
Grand Jury in 1947, he had destroyed his half of the
temporary bill and as a c onsequence he would not have been
able to fully identify himself to the pe rson contacting
him. He explained that both the arrangements for the
meeting place and the method of the person contacting him
id entifying himself to Gold had been arranged with the
previously mentioned Yakovlev aometime during June, 1945
and September, 1945,

In connection with the unknown Russian appearing
at Gold's home in Philadelphia, Gold advised from a
combination of later events that he was of the opinion
that unknown Russian cp peared at his home approximately
September 24, 1949, on a Saturday night. Gold explained
that the unknown Russian identified himself to him, by
greeting Gold and asking Gold if he remembered "John", and
the "doctor" in New York, "It will be recalled that 'John'
had previously been identified in this report as Yakovlev,
and it is to be noted that 'the doctor Dr. Klaus Fuchs,"

New York Rpt,, 9^29-50
Re: "Harry Gold, was,}
65-‘57449:,696
(if (i&r
SIjeS-S9304-S3
(sf (ife)'
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Regarding Hew York teletype 2-26-51 which stated t^t
David Greenglass advised the names of persons Included by him In

either or both lists ofpotentlal Soviet Espionage recruits em-

poyed at ^s Alamos atom bomb project which he furnished Julius

Rosenberg January 19^5 snd Harry Gdld| June 19^5»

Written Information received from David Greenglass by

Harry Gold was turned over to Anatoli A. Yakovlev of Soviet Con-

sulate, New York ^Ity In Junel945. Yakovlev no longer In United

States.

Albany teletype 3-1-51
Ret "Julius Rosenberg, was;
Espionage - R"
65j5§23b-859

BAMtbbb
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On March 15* I95l> David Greenglass identified the
photograph of Donald ^‘homas Axon as being one of l8 men
included by him in either or both lists of Potential Sotiet
Espionage Recruits employed at Los Alamos Atom Bomb Project,
which list he compiled and furnished to Julius Rosenberg in
January 19^5, and to Harry ‘^Id in June 19^5. Harry ^Id
stated the list he received was turned over to Anatoli A.
Yakovlev of the Soviet (Consulate, New York ^lty« ^'*ev York, in
June 19^5*

Oklahoma City report
March 19, 1951,
RE: "Julius Aosenberg, et al;
Espionage - R"
65y58236*910.
(1^>
SI - 100-383022-1

BAMtmg (13)



A teletype from the New fork Office to the Btireati
dated %rch 8, 1951) In the case of Julius Bosenberg made reference
to a Bureau teletype dated lilarch 7) 1951 authorizing the
Interview of Sanford Jacobson. Teletype from New York stated
In part: "David Greenglass advised name of Sanford Jacobson
Included by him In either or both lists of Potential Soirlet
Espionage recruits employed at Los Alamos Atom bomb Project
which lists he furnilshed to Julius Rosenberg In «^anuaryy 19^5
and Harry Gold In June, 19^5t ^vld Greenglass and tfarry Gold
do not know of any action taken by Soviets to recruit these
persons." Information received from David Greenglass by
Harry Gold was turned over to anatoll A. -^akovlev at Soviet
Consulate, New York City, In June, 19^5* Yakovlev no longer
In O.S. "

New York teletype
dated IfKarch 8, 1951)
RE: "Julius Rosenberg;
Espionage »R"
65»5823b-825.
( 10 ).

BAN:mg
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An outgo ingleiittr from the Director to Jdr* Janee
E» Hatcher, Chief, Investigation* Division, U,Sm Civil
Service Cosiaiiesion, dated Augus t 25, IQSl, stated as
folloiost

I

David Greenglass, who was sentenced to a torn
of IS gears in the penetentiary following his conviction
on the charge of conspiracy, to commit espionage in the
Federal Court, Southern District of New Fork, New York
City, on April 6, 1951, furnished information during
a course of interviews with representatives of the Bureau
(no date given) concern ing two lists of names which he
had prepared as potential espionage recruits who were . .

employed by the Uanhattan Engineer District at Los Alamos,
New Mexico* The first list he gave to Harry Cold at
Alberguque, New Mexico on June, 1945, and the second
list of Julius Rosenberg in New York City*

Harry Gold, when interviewed, no date given,
recalled he did receive a written report from Greenglass
in Albuquerque, New Mexico in June, 1945* He believed
the report did include some lists of names* He did not
recall the names on the lists and the only information
he could furnish was that the complete report was turned
over to Anatoli A* Yakovlev, his Hoviet espionage superior*
He did not know of any action taken by the Soviets with
respect to the names*

One of the names Greenglass stated he listed
was that of Benson Zweig, who was stationed at Los Alamos
as a member of the Special Engineer Detachment from about
December, 1945 to March, 1946,

Set "Benson Zweig, aka
^enny; Loyalty of Govern^
Bient Employees"
121^33715-1
(IB)^

CORRELATOR'S NOTEt (The only possible tie in be-
tween subject of the file and Yakovlev was the fact that
David Greenglass had given Golt^Zweig's name in the list
which ^old later turned over tfie Yakovlev*)

BAMt cnm



David a-eenglass entered a plea of guilty to an.

Indictment in the Southern District of Hew York charging him

with conspiracy, together with Julius Rosenberg, Harry ^Id, and

others to commit espionage* David Qreenglass advised

(no date given) that at the request of Julius Rosenberg he

complied lists of individuals working at the Los Alamos Atom

Bomb Project in l9Mf and 19^5 whom he believed to be ideologically

suited for recruitment in to the Soviet Espionage system.

(breenglass stated that he furnished the lists to

Julius Rosenberg in January, 19*+5 and to Harry Gold on J^e 3,

19^5* Harry Gold advised th^^ be contacted David Qreenglass

on June 3, 19^-5 at Albuquerque, New Mexico, at the request of

his Soviet Espionage Superior, Anatoli A. Yakovlev, and that

Qreenglass gave him three or four pages of typewritten

information which Gold turned over to Yakovlev on his return

to New York City soon thereafter.

Hew York, ^Tch 7, 1951.
RE: "Julius Rosenberg, et al;
Espionage - R"
65758230-886 *

( 11 )'
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Barry (^old, eonfBtsed spy ah it had been aentenced
to thirty years imprisonment /or his espionage a ctivities on

Jfshalf of the SovietBj testified (date not given) that he told

the Russians about the first atomic bomb teat in Nea Mexico
(July, 19h5)f month before it happened • <^old described
how he pi chad up atomic information from David Qreenglass
ond Dr. Klaus I^cha on a trip to Albuquerque, Nea Mexico,
in June, 19lt5j he turned this information over to

Anatoli Takoulev, former Russian Consulate official in Nea
lork*

Information appeared in
the public press (date
and newspaper not given)
SF rpt.
Be: "Dinrod; IS - J*."

100^19062^-32511, p. 6

(2k)

TWCzddl
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Internal Security-R\V »
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Correlators Note: Other information in this file regarding

Yakovlev can be found in serial 11 of the main file, 100-34ol93»
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In this reference is to he fotud In serial nxanber 11 of the
main file* (main file 100-3^193)

New York Report,
1-16-4^.
Rer "SODAC, Rev York City?
Internal Secnrity-R •

"
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gay» a suaaary o
prtTiously ibnishad.

8 recontacted (no date given) and
addition to the intonation idileh he had

(Correlator's notei there was no Indication in the reference as to the tie-in
between Yakovlev and Silvemaster.)

170 rpt. 3^20/46
Ret "Nathan Gregor/ Silvenaster, was*, etal
Espionage - R"

65pS6402'^6 p. 17,18, 19> 21, 22,
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Neva York letter, S-22-k8
Res "Sodac, Rsw York City

j

Internal Security ~ R'\ ^
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San Francisco report, e-<33-45
Set '^Arsenijus Kousaras, wa,
Arseny Kovsharj
Internal Security's"
65^2725-101

Correlator's Notes It was not known if the one Yakovlev
mentioned in this reference was identical with Anatoli
Yakovlev*
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The October IUm ^9U7» iaeue of the "Waehington Evening

Star" carried an article entitled, "Vast Program by Oo«-
Runiete.to Dominate World Diecloeedm"

In connection with the article, a chart waa pre~

aented indicating the uaat Communiat organiaation in Prance*

Under the heading pertaining to the Uouernment of

the USSR, the chart revealed the flow of intelligence inform

»at<on to the Polithuro through the Ruaeian Uovernment opera-

tiona tn Pari a, France*

She chart revealed two *ain aetleta from the Soviet

Diplomatic Mieaion in Pari a, and under the caption "Political

Police ’UVD*" waa lieted the name of Jakovlev*

Jakovlev, mentioned above,
Anatoli Andanooich Iakovlev*

haa been identified aa

(no aource given)

Re: "Meufr latchorj
SM - C*
100-331957-9
a. n)

SAUtiil
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A telet7p« eont via cable May’27, 1950, from the Director to the

Legal Attache London, Ihgland, attention Aaslatant Director Clegg, in the

case entitled "Foocase," stated as follows.

"Gold states prior to Santa Fe nesting, September, *45, Fnchs aware

is^ending return to Shgland. Gold and John decided Gold would discuss with

]f\ich8 arrangements for further contact in fii^and with someone else and Gold

did. This September, *45, meet Ray place of meet in Ihgland, Gold says

Paddington or Teddington Crescent has very familiar ring. This is no doubt

Homlngton Crescwit as stated by I^ehs. Gold recalls either Fuchs

or the new contact fiigland was to carry about five books tied with cord

under one am and one book in otiier hand. Place of meet was Fuchs* selection

as Gold knew nothing of Bij^and was merely to relay arrangments to John.

The meetings In Ihgland were to occur on regular basis and on given day of

week as third Saturday every month, whereas previously Gold always made

future meets on given date as ipril 18. Att^ted to confer with Fuchs.

Farther information from Gold will be cabled immediately.*

Ret "Foocase
Espionage - R”

65;^7449-49
(111)-

BAtttfJh



''Zlie Sv€ning Bulletin" of fhii'adelphia, Pennaylvania,

dated December “J, 1930, contained an article entitled, "&old*9

Aotivitiee in Spy Bing Deecribed tn Detail by Gleeaon^f*

Uie text of a atatement read by n»3t. Attorney Gerald

A* Glweaon at the arraignment for aentencing of Barry Gold

atatedt

"Barry Gold becqme intereated in the Communiat Party

of United Statea in 1933* Sometime early that year Gold

attended a Communiat Meeting in Jeraey City with a chemiat Gold

had knoion in Philadelphian"

"The chemiat tried to fnduca Gold to j'oin th« Cowauntst
Party n In the Spring or Summer of 1935» the chemiat approoched
Gold in an effort to intereat him in roorhiiig aa a Soviet
Sapi onage Agent and informed Gold that he could put him in

touch with a Soviet repreaentatiuen"

"In the latter part of 1933 Oold went to Sew Tork
City iDitk the chemiat and waa introduced to a man identified

aa Paul Smith* Smith told Gold that the Soviet Union waa

intereated in obtaining certain induatrial information from
the laborary of the Pennaylvania Sugar Company in Philadelphian"

"At that time Gold was employed aa a chemiat by

the Pennaylvania Sugar Company in Philadelphia, and between 193o

and 1939 Gold furniahed the Buaatan Eapionage Agenta with

data concerning prooeaaea that were being worked on fn the

laboratory of the Sugar Company,"

"Gold returned to Philadelphia after graduation from
Javier ffniveraity in 191^0 and waa again contacted by Soviet
Sapionage Agenta, By late 191^0 Gold* a Soviet contact loaa Semen

Markovich Semenov an official of the Amtorg Trading Corporation,

and identified in the indictment aa *Sam*,"

"Sarly in 19hh Semenov came to Gold and told kim he

waa to undertake an extremely important aaaignment and tkat he
would have to drop all hia contacta and diaoodtinue all work
that lie hod been doing for the Soviet Agenta, for thia new
aaaignmgnt,"



r

"Semenou then gau€ Gold the orranyenente for meeting
an individual whom Semenov identi/ied ae Klaue Fuohe* Gold
met fuche on a Saturday afternoon in late February or early
March 19kh» *he lower eaet eide of New Tork City,**

**In the initial meeting Gold and fuche diecueeed
certain eecurity precauti one which they must observe, and
diecueeed plane for future meetings,**

**J)uring this meeting, Fuchs told Gold that he was
employed with the British Mission working at the Manhattan
Engineering District* Jhereupon Fuchs explained the set up

of the British group and that the group was working on a
project which was highly important to the National Defense and
that the work was of a confidential nature,"

"Sometime in late March 19kkt dold again met Fuchs
in New York City, The two walked for several blocks and
made arrangements for a future meeting,"

"Gold and Fuchs agreed during this meeting that
on occasions when Fuchs was to transmit information to Gold,
Fuchs mould in/orm Gold of this fact at the meeting immediately
prior to the time the information was tobe passed,"

"This plan was designed toobviate the necessity
of the two ependinp too much time together and in order for
Gold to mahe arrangements loith Soviet contacts to reoeipe
the information in a minimum of time after it had been passed
to Gold,"

Gold received his first information from Fuchs in
May, 19hk» York City, This meeting was in the vicinity
of Central Park West and was short in duration.

Gold received a packet of papers from Fuchs and
within fifteen minutes after leaving Fuchs, Gold passed the<

packet of paper to his Soviet contoct^ Inotoli uintonouioh
Yak ovlev, Yakovlev had replaced Semenov asGold^s Soviet
contact and is identified in the indictment as "Jphn", Yakovlev
at this time mas aclerk in the Bussian Consulate in New York
City and has since left the United States,



A fourth netting wos held between Gold and J'uehe

in Mew Fork City in late June or early July, l9Uh*
walked for awhile and made arrangementa for their next meeting,

at which time Tueha waa to transmit information to Gold* Aa
aoheduled, Juoha and Gold met again <n late July, 19kk»^^
Queena, Mew Fork, wheve Mucha gave Gold a packet of folded
pape ra*

Gold opened thia packet of papers and saw that the

information oontainad therein concerned highly confidential
information pertaining to the Mational Defense of the United

States* Approximately half on hour after receiving the. papers
from Tucha, *^old not his Soviet contact, Fakovlev, and
transmitted the papers to him*

Fuchs did not appear at the next scheduled meeting
or the alternate meeting which had been planned for early
August, 1944* Gold contacted his Soviet Agent, Iakovlev, and
the two discussed what action should be taken*

Fakovlev instructed Gold to proceed to 128 West JJth
Street, Mew Fork City, and make inquiries as to whether Fuchs
atm resided at this address* The Janitor at 128 West JJth
Street informed Gold that Fuchs had moved from the address*
Thereupon Fakovlev instructed Geld to proceed to Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and make inquiries at the home of Fuch^s sister,
Mrs* Robert D* Beinewutn*

On the etcond trip to Casbridge, Gold was informed by
Mrs* Eeineman that Fuchs had been transferred to the southwestern
part of the Ignited States, but that Fuchs would be at the

ffetneman hone in CgUbridge during the Christmas holiday of

2944* Arrangements were then node hetoeen Fakovlev and Gold
for Gold toproceed to C<m bridge during which time FUcha waa
supposed to be in Cambridge*

Gold proceeded to Cambridge between Chris touts Day
and early 1945/ where he met Fuchs at the Eeineman home* FUcha
informed Gold that he was stationed at Los Alamos in Mew Mexico
where a highly secret research project pertaining to the Mational
Defense was being carried on* During the meeting. Gold offered
Fuchs $1500 which Fakovlev had given Gold to be presented to

Fuche*



Tuohs re/tt8ed to taltg tfto uomy, Tuchs briefly
4ieeu999d the reeearoh project tit Xo« Xiawoo with Gold and
told ftta the naturo of hie work at the reeearoh project*
Thereafter, fuche gave Gold a packet of papere and Gold left
for Mew lork City after making plans with fuohe for a future
meeting <n Santa Fe, Mew Mexico, in June, 19k5*

Gold returned immediately to Mew Fork City where he
gave the packet of paper* he had reeetued from FUcha to hie
Souiet contact, Takouleo, and returned the $1^00 which Fuchs
had refused to accept. Gold briefly discussed with Takovleu
the nature of the work being carried on at Los Alamos and the
importance of the research developments ot this project.

Gold left Philadelphia in June, I9k5» traveled
to 3<Mtta Fe, where he met Fuchs in accordance with prearranged •

plane.

After arrangements had been aade for a meeting he-
tween ^old and Fuchs in Santa Fe in September, I9k5» ^old
proceeded to Mew Fork City where he delivered the packet of
paper* to hie Souiet contact, Fakovlev, and discussed with
Fakovlev what had transpired in Santa Fe»

Fn accordance with plans which had been made in Santa
Fe in June, 19k5» ^old met ^uohs in Santa Fs in September, 19k5t
at the designated place, Fn the oouree of thi* meettny, Fuchs
gave Gold a packede of papers and informed Gold that the papers
pertained to highly important and confidential research develop-
ment* at the two Mew Mexico Defense projects.

During this meeting. Gold and Fuchs discussed plans
for future contacts with ^uchs upon his return to Mngland after
Fuchs had advised Gold that the research work in Mew Mexico
was nearing completion.

The following day, ^old returned to Philadelphia and
within d very short time met hi* Soviet contact^ Fakovlev, In
Gueens, Mew Fork, where he delivered the packet of papers and
related to Jahovlev the information which *uohs had given him
orally.
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i/ier Sold *

9

aocond trip to Santa Fa, Mew Mexico,
he had two ether meetinga with hie Seciet representatiue,
Tahot/Jeu, ihe laat one in late 19li5» the last meeting,
Tahoulev waa very apprehenaive and appeared to be extremely
nervoua and told Gold to be extremely careful* Thereafter,
Gold and lahovlev had a few appointmenta, but Takovlev did not
appear for any of the appointmenta*"

65-57kk9-AK 137)
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1950 , at Philadelphia, Pennaylvania, Harpy
Cold of 6823 Kindred Street, made a statement to Special AseatB
of the Bureau.

Gold stated in very early 1944 he was told by "Sam"
that he was to undertake an extremely important effort. Gold
stated Sam didn’t elaborate on what the nature of the work actually
was but he gave Gold the details of an arrangement whereby Gold
met Dr. Klaus Fuchs. Gold stated they met he believed in late
February or early March of 1944.

Gold stated* that the ^cond meeting took place with
Fuchs a few weeks following the 'tirst one somewhere in upper
Manhattan, Gold stated that on at least two occasions Dr.
Fuchs gave him information. This information consisted of a
number of folded sheets of paper coiltdining mathmatical equations
which seemed to concern mathatical derivations. Gold stated he
turned this data over to Sam’s successor, "John."

In their connection Gold stated that Sara was succeeded
by a man named "John" shortly after he met Dr. Fuchs.

Gold stated that in August of 1944 Dr. Fuchs failed to show
UP for his scheduled meeting. Fuchs did not show up for the
alternate appointment and Gold had no means of telling where he had
gone, though he had mentioned he was due to leave for another
location, the only information he had was that he thought it was
somewhere in Mexico, not New Mexico. Gold stated that John had
obtained the informstion whereby he was once more enabled to
get in touch with Dr. Fuchs. John gave Gold the address of a
Mrs. Heinemann in Cambridge, Massachusetts, who was. Gold
believed Dr. Fuchs’ sister.

Gold stated that in early 1945 John got in touch with
him and said that they had heard from Dr. Fuchs. Gold went to
Cambridge and saw Fuchs at that time. The meeting was set out
further in this reference. When Gold returned to New York he
gave the information which he had received from Fuchs to "John."



Gold stated that diirlng his Tacation in June of 19^5«
he vent to Santa Fe bj way of Albuquerque and net Dr* Fuchs*
^ehs pave Gold another set of data and they agreed to aeet^
again in late Septenber of the same year in Santa Fe* Sold*^

stated he took the information back vlth him to New York and
gave It to "John"* The next meSting betveen Fachs and Gold took
placs in late September, 19^5) in °anta Fe* Gold stated that
he returned to Nev York and gave the information ihlch he had
received frtmi Fuchs to ”John”* To the best of Gold*s recollec*
tion it was out beyond Jackson Heights 8(»ewhere in Queens.

Gold stated that he made either one or two attempts to
see Dr* Fuchs again at the home of his sister which ^fortvas not
successful and that Fuchs %ras still in Hew Mexico. After the
possible second attempt which was e^her in late January or earl^
February, 1^6, Gold's scheduled appointment to report to "John
did not take place. Gold stated that the meeting was to be at
the Earle Theater in the Bronx, Hew York. Gold stated he never
maw or heard from ’^John" again.

Gold stated that during this association with Dr. Fuchs,
"Sam" and "John", he fully realized that the information idilch

Dr. Fuchs was supplying him in which he turned over to ”Sam" or
"John" was for the benefit of the Soviet Gnion*

Gold gave a description of his various Soviet superiors.
Concerning "John” Sold stated that his period of contact with him
was 19^-19^5. He described John as 35 years of age, 5*10", 180
to 165 pounds, hair was dark and straight, combed so that part of
it was straight back. Gold believed John to be of Busslan nation-
ality perhaps of Georgian extraction. Gold stated that his tm-
prsslon was that John was married and his wife was in the Ihiited
States with him. It was said that Gold had tentatively identified
"John" as being identical with Anatoli A. Yakovlev.



SAC Cornelius, of Pbll&deli^ia, advised at
2:25 FM on May 22, 1950, that Harry Gold was dictating
his own statement regarding his involvement with Dr.
^chs.

Mr. Cornelius advised that Gold desired to
communicate with his brother and father before there
was any publicity on the matter.

A recommendation in the memo stated inasmuch as
it was going to take some time to get complete information
from Gold concerning his espionage activities and particu-
larly the identities of other persons with whom he had been
associated in the activities, it was recommended that ar-
rangements be made by the Philadelphia Office to take ap-
propriate quarters in a hotel in Philadelphia, ^ere agents
would stay with Harry Gold over night and the interview would
be continued the next day. The Director *s notation at the
side of the recommendation stated "OK H".

An addendum at the bottom of the memo stated, at
3:1,0 nt, Mr. Cornelius again called to advise that the last
time Harry Gold saw Fuchs was in September, 1945, at Santa
Fe, after which he returned to New xoxk in a day or two and
turned over the information he had secured from Fuchs to his
Soviet superior, "John." Thereafter, in the latter part of
1945 or early 1^46, Gold tried to contact FUchs several times
at Cambridge unsuccessfully and about that time Gold also V

tried to ms^e a contact with his superior "John", but "John"\
did not show up. It was the last contact Gold had in es-
pionage work, according to Gold.

Mr. Cornelius again stated that Gold was insistent
on seeing his brother; that Gold appeared to have full know-
ledge on the seriousness of his offense, but he is insistent
that he speak to his brother. In view of the following, it
was wtated that it would appear necessary that the brother
be brought to the office that evening, that agents of thw
Philadelphia Office may let him speak to Harry Gold in the
presence of agents. A Director's notation stated "OK H".

Memo from Mr. Belmont to
Mr. Ladd dated May 22, 1950
Re; "Harry Gold"

'/,49-70

BAM: Jar 262



On May S2, I95O, Harry Gold 0/ 6823 Kindred Street^
Philadelphia, Penneyluania, aduieed Special Agents of the Bureau
that h« »a« th« individuol tfo vhoa Dr* Smil Julius Klaus Puohs
passed infornation oonoerning the atemio bomb for transmission
to Hjtssia* On Hay 23, 1950, a complaint was sworn to by Hppoial
Agent John JT, Collins of the Pederal Bureau of Inuestigation,
before Martin C* Epstein, United States Commissioner, for the
Eastern District of New Tork, charging that from on or about
January 1, 29/47 continuing to the'date of the complaint,
Harry Cold and "tT’ohn" Doa conspired among themselves and with
others persons unknown, to violate Sub Section A, Section 32,
U* S% Code* IndicIMent set out more completely in this
ference. In pursuance of this conspiracy, Harry Gold and
"John” Doe met in September, 19li3, and con/err«d together
in the vicinity of Jackson Heights, Long Island, in the Eastern
District of New Tork* Barry Gold was interviewed by Special
Agents of the Bureau on June 1, 2, and 12, I 95O* In the inters
view, Harry Gold gaver certain information concerning his
dealings with Alfred Dean Slack* The information is stated in
part* Gold advised that in the early part of 19kkf kis Bussian
contact, Sam, was succeeded by another Russian contact known
to him only as John* It was stated "the identity of John will
be diecueeed latter herein*" iiccordinp to Gold, on his last
trip to fin^aportj Tenneeaee, (no date given) he made inquiry
at Slack *s home in Kingsport, and ascertained Qither there or
in the house immediately to the rear of 31ack*s house, that
Slack had been transferred to Knoxville* He stated that he
also seemed to recall that on several occasions, in the latter
part of 19kk, he mentioned Slrk^s name to John, at which time
John told him to forget about Slack* It was pointedout to ^old
that "That would bring his association with Slack up to the time
of his association with Emil Julius Klaus Dichs in 19liii*" Gold
stated that this is very possible as he can not recall all the



<

d*tail9 clearly at that time, and stated that he probably had
been advieed by Sam and by Scm aucceator John, that he should
discontinue his. contact lOith Slack, He repeated that although
he did not recall the details, John probably instructed him to
forget about Slack at a time when Qold uaa telling John of his
trips .to Tennessee, Qold. stated that he was not certain whether
the in/ornotfon he received from Slack uhfle at rtn^eport^
^enneeeee, was turned over to Sam or John*

%

On June 2, 1950, at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, a
photograph of Semen Markovich Semenov was exhibited to Harry
Qohd, At that time, Qold stated that individual was definitely
identical with his former espionage superior, Sam,

Also on June 2, 195^* dt Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
a photograph of Anatoli Antonovich Iakovlev was shown to Barry
Gold, At that time, Qold stated that that individual was
identical with his former espionage superior, "John",

The photographs of Semenov and Tdcovlev were shown
Qold by Special s.gents T, Scott Miller, Jr,, and Sichard S,
Brennan,

Phila, rpt, 6-26-5O
Met "Alfred Dean Slack, was,;
Sapionage ^ R,"

ai - 65-59028-7U
(ll» 135)
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A t0lttyp0 /rom ITettf lork to th0 Bureau doted June 6,

^950, in th0 eoee of Barry Bold etoted in part* Inapeotor A*

B* Belmont adviaed that the department contemplated an fndfct*
ment in the Gold caae tofiieh would oharqe aeueral overt acta
between January, *hk» September, ^4^57 apect/ying the

datea of meeting between Gold and unknown aubject, Sam, Gold
and ruche (not further identified) on aeveral oocaainna in

Mew fork, Cambridge and Sante Te, and meetinpa ibettoeen Gold
add unknown aubject, John* ITie bureou loae requested to de~
termine from the department hoio much information and proof
waa going to be needed before the Grand Jury in reference to

exactly what information waa obtained in paat on each of the

individual meeta, both for the purpooe of presenting the case
to the Grand Jury and later for presentation of the caae to

Petit Jury* The Bureau*a alao regueated to aduiae whether or

not the Grand Jury would require more apecifio information aa

to what documenta or notea were actually paaaed by Pucha to

Gold or by Gold to unknown aubject John <n Eaatern Pi strict.

Mew Tork*

Bet **Sarry Gol<h waa.;
Espionage ~B*
65-51hk9-3h7

Cprrelator* a M^tet (It is believed that the John
mentioned above is identical with Anatole Iakovlev*)

BAMsddl



On May 22, 1950, at Philadalphia, Pennsylvania,
Barry Gold gave a etatement to Special Agente Bichard S»
Brennan and T* Scott Miller, Jr» Portions of the statement
given Gold follows*

"In very early 19Uh» told by Sam that I was
to undertake an extremely important effort. This loaa to be
work of so critical a nature that I was to think twice and
three times before I every spoke djwors concerning it to anyone,
or before J itado d move, that is before I spoke to anyone con-
cerned in it. Be didn^t elaborate on what the nature of the
work actually but he gave me tfte details of on arrangement
whereby I met i)r. Blaus Puchs,"

"The second meeting took place with luchs a few
weeks following the first one somewhere in upper Manhattan,
Successive meetings took place in a number of widely ee-
paroted localities including the Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan,
and Queens, There were dn all, until December, 19kh» m total
of in the neighborhood of five meetings, on at least two of
which occasi ons I obtained (from Dr, Puchs) information. This
consisted of a number of folded sheets of paper containing
('during one brief glance that I took on one occasi on) mathe-
matical equations. This data I turned over to, I believe,
Jan 'a successor, John,"

"I would like to add that Sam was succeeded by a
man named John shorn y after J met Dr, Fuchs, I do not believe
that I ever turned any information over to Sami,"

"The exact dates that the in/ormatfon asoa giuen to
MB tin New York by Dr, ^uchs I cannot accurately say, except
that theg loere probably between April and June or July of
19kh» August of I9uk Puchs failed. to ehdio up for his
scheduled meeting. Tikis was to be in the vicinity of a mouie
theatre near the Bastern Parkway in Brooklyn, Be did not show
up for the alternate appointment and I had no means of telling
where he had gone, though he hod mentioned that he woe duo to
leave for another location. The only information he had was
that he thought it loae somewhere in Mexico, not Bew Mexico,



John thon obtained the information whereby he was onoe more
enabled to get in touch with Dr, f^tche. Be gave me the addreee
of Mre, Eeinemann in Cmbridge, Maeeachueette, who ie I be-
lieue. Dr, fuoh'e eieter,'’

"Early in 19h5* John got in touch with me and eaid
tht we had heard from Dr, fuehe, Xwent up toCambridge ontf

0010 Id%ue there. Be told me that he wae working at a place
called Loe Alanoe in Mew Mexico, he eaid some distance from
Malta Te, Bg also gave me written information at that time
and 100 made an arrtngement to meet in June of that year in
£anta fe, Thfo meeting took place in the home of Mrs, Eeinemann
in Cambridge, Maeeachuaette, but she wae not present at the
time of our conversation. Before I met D,., i^che on thie
occasion, I was given a sum of approximately $1^00, oe I re-
call, to offer toDr, Muohs, should he need it I was told to be
very dipltmatic about this matter so as not to offend him.
Be turned it down cold. Be turned down cold even my tentative
offer, so that when I returned to Mew lork, I gave the money
back tojohn, along th the information which htche had given
me at this time,"

"Muring my vacation tn June of 19h5» ^ vent to 5anta
Fe via Albuquerque and met Dr, Fuchs there. Be gave me another
set of data and ve agreed to meet again in late ^eptemher of
the same year in Santa Fe, I took this information back with
me to Mew York and gave it to John, Our conversation there
vae extremely brief and even there, as when he worked in Mew
Fork, he was dubious about the possibilities fof any real and
immediate utiliaati on of Atomic Energy in the form af a weapon,
I do not recall exactly the circumetonoee under which I turned
this information over to John in Mew Fork,"

"Mere, I would like to make the following statementt
all the expenses involved in any of the work thot I did were
paid for me entirely out of my own funds. Immediately upon
my return toMew Fork, I turned over the information which Fuchs
had given me, to John, The next meeting with Dr, Fuchs took.



plact in iat« Sgptembgr i9A5« iP^PI^PiwnSTan to thi§
timt on itho otttakirto* *

*^r Jiiohn told uo also at this tiue that ho would
probably roturn to England aoon but that by paying a call to
hia aiator I could aooortain juat when, Thia atatemont may
not be c omplately accurate in thia aenacp «tno« <t a2«o «e«aa
to me that he gave a definite times about Chriatmaa week of
19lf$ when he expected to again be in Cambridge,

"

"In early evening I returned by bua to Albuquerque
and get an early morning plane from Albuquerque to JTanaaa City,
TherOs I had to tranafer to atrain which took me to Chicago
and I went from Chicago by way of Mew Tork Central to Mew Tork,
Trom Mew Tork I went to Phihadelphia and no more than aeveral
daya Inters turned over the <n/07^atton that Dr, Tucha had given
me to John In Mew Tork City, To the beat of my recollection,
it woa out beyond Jaokaon ffeighta aomewhere in Queena where I
turned thia information over to Johb,"

"Thia ia the laat time that I eaw Dr, Mucha or
tained infarction from him, I made either one or two attempta
to aee Dr, fucha again at the home of hia aiater, Thia effort
waa not aucoeaaful in that he waa atill in Mew Mexico, After
the poaaible aecond attempt which waa in either late January
or early February 19h6, my acheduled appointment to report to
John did not take place, Thia waa to be at Ute Earl Sweater
in the Bronx, Mew Tork, I never aaw or heard from John again,"

"In aummary, to the beat of my recollection. Dr,
Mucha gave me information on five occaaiona. Two timea in
Mew Tork in the apring and auamer of 19kk» Caabridge
in very early 19h5» probably January and twice in Santa Me,
the firat tima in June, the aecond time in late September
both 19k5* On each oocaaion I aubaequently turned thia infor-
mation over to John,"
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"During my association loith i)r« Fuchs, San and John,
I fully realised that the in/ormati on which Dr, Fuchs was
supplying me in which X turned over to Som or John was for
the benefit of the Soviet Union,"

"My reaction to the work that I did with Dr, Fuchs
was two-fold in nature. On the one hand I felt as an Ally,
I was only helping the Soviet Union obtain information that I
thought it was entitled to. Secondly, the realisation that I
was turning over information to another power concerning a
weapon was so frightening that the only thing I could do was
to shove it away as far back in my mind as J could and stmply
not to think on the matter at all,"

’ "To amplify somewhat, what X did except during the
periods when X actually had to plan to meet Dr, Fuchs or to
transmit what he gave me to John, was to simply blot out of
my mind as well as X could any thought rrhatever on the subject,"

Phi la, rpt, 10-12-^0
Ret "Foocase; Sspi onage » R,*
65-58B05-ik55, P- 12,6 to lo,
12
(B6)
31 - 65-57449-17^
(123)^
81 - 65-5744
(123)

Correlator's Motet idd^t^onai information in this
reference will be found in 63-38236-20]^ dictated elsewhere in
this memorandum.
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